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A bstract
Composite Information Systems research addresses numerous problems involved with
combining information from diverse and disparate databases. This thesis presents an
implemented application developed using a prototype of the Composite Information
System/ Tool Kit (CIS/TK). CIS/TK makes use of object-oriented programming to
address both physical and logical difficulties of integrating information systems.
The international fundamental analysis model, built within the CIS/TK environment,
serves technically as a stress test for the CIS/TK prototype and, more generally, as a
test of practicality--with the intent of guiding CIS/TK toward the needs of real users of
on-line databases. The model integrates three commercially available on-line databases
and internal SQL databases. In integrating these databases, CISflK performs physical
connectivity tasks and solves several problems of logical inconsistencies within and
between the databases. Furthermore, the application layer of CIS/TK can be used to
orient an application to a particular end-user's needs and add value to data.
For the three layers of CIS/TK, communications, global processing, and application
processing, this model suggests that enhanced versions of CIS/TK should include
more systematic architectures. Several areas for enhancement and improvement are
enumerated.
Thesis Supervisor: Stuart E. Madnick
Title: Professor of Management Science
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1. Introduction
With the increasing use of computer-based information in almost all private and
public sectors, the difficulties of combining information and data available through various
sources are becoming more apparent and have triggered large research efforts toward
integrating information systems. A research prototype, called the Composite Information
System/Tool Kit (CIS/TK), is being developed at MIT using a combination of artificial
intelligence, networking and database management system (DBMS) technology. As one
element in a broad area of research, CIS/TK adds to our understanding of issues and of
some technical solutions to issues surrounding integration of information systems.
The model presented in this thesis incorporates the preliminary functions and
structures of CISfK to construct a system capable of combining data which are located on
several diverse databases and applying a limited number of manipulations used in
performing fundamental analyses of companies. This implemented model serves as a
preliminary feasibility test for CIS/TK and indicates directions for further technical
development of the system.
1.1 The Need for Composite Information System Research
Systems and studies which refer to integrating databases and information systems
which are not necessarily homogeneous and not located on the same computer are referred
to by many names: Distributed Heterogeneous Database Management Systems
(DHDBMS), Integrated Information Systems, Composite Information Systems, and
Federated Systems. 1 Computer stored information and data may be stored in hierarchical,
relational, or networked databases, or even in schemas which do not fall into any of these
categories. The underlying systems used to build the databases may be commercially
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1See Madnick & Wang [MAD 88-1].
available or they may be designed and constructed in-house. Any given company may use
any combination of these types of databases (or information storage methods) to store their
own information and they may utilize externally available databases as well. Applications
which would require combining these databases could occur within a single division of a
firm, across several divisions of a firm, or between two or more companies. Thus, given
the number of different methods available for storing data, the complexities involved in
integration abound.
Numerous authors have demonstrated the need for research in the area of
Composite Information Systems, and case studies have been performed demonstrating
strategically successful examples of combining information systems in the business world.
Commonly cited cases include the examples of international banks.1
The strategic importance of Integrating Information Systems is rising rapidly with
increasing international trade and improvements in international telecommunications. In his
recent announcement, Lester Thurow stated:
"...Today international competition primarily affects manufacturing, tomorrow it will
become nearly universal. American financial services companies, for example, have
come under acute international pressure....Ethics, the ability to integrate international,
technological and human factors, the ability to communicate in different cultures, the
need to build new institutions--have all become central to success."2
1.2 The Position of CIS/TK Relative to Other CIS Research
The numerous topics which fall within the broad scope of Composite Information
Research range from in-depth studies of the theory of entity-attribute relationships, to
Chapter 1
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optimization of routing schemas, to enhancing transaction control methods used in
commercially available DBMS products. Ultimately, research surrounding and using
CIS/TK could encompass many of the issue areas in composite information systems. In
their current prototype stages, CIS/TK and the financial analysis application model are of
limited scope, with limited goals.
Recent developments in CIS/TK have aimed at developing an integrated system for
the MIT Sloan School Student Placement Office, allowing integrated access to several
databases as Figure 1.1 shows. 1 This thesis focuses on incorporating international,
financial on-line databases within an integrated system to allow limited financial analysis.
The databases used for this thesis include commercially available on-line databases
as well as in-house databases using INFORMIX-SQL and ORACLE. The SQL based
databases fall in the category of homogeneous, relational DBMS. The commercial
databases that are used in this thesis are hierarchical or relational and fall in the category of
heterogeneous, disparate databases: they do not have the same structure, are not located on
the same machine, and do not necessarily use the same query language for access. One of
the commercial services used--Finsbury's Dataline, Textline and Newsline--is entirely
menu driven, and somewhat hierarchical. Some users might say that it does not fall in the
category with other heterogeneous databases, it is another type of information system. One
of the goals of CISYTK is to enable joining and merging of data between such entirely
different and disperse databases.
This thesis assumes that the databases which one would wish to integrate using
CIS/TK are already existing, not initially designed to be combined with one another, not
easily modified, and that their data may be dynamically changing.
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In its current implementation, CISfTK is oriented toward answering single queries
that have significant processing overhead, and not numerous, batch-mode queries. In this
sense, CIS/TK acts as a sophisticated librarian, with accumulated knowledge of how to
access several databases, where to search for given information, and how to handle certain
inconsistencies between those databases. Also, CIS/fK currently operates only in request
mode, answering queries, but not updating databases.
Through its object-oriented structure and use of artificial intelligence, one goal of
CIS/TK is to provide a means of storing knowledge regarding nuances of the underlying
data and regarding domain specific uses for the data. Although it does not have the breadth
of a true expert system, the application model of CIS/TK does allow the user to encode
knowledge which may combine data, rules, and procedures to add value to data for a
specific application. This capability can be used to account for inconsistencies in data,
conflicting data, inter-database instance identification and deriving data which is not directly
available in any of the databases. Thus, CISITK research is distinguished from most other
research efforts in composite information systems by its focus on solving logical
connectivity problems in addition to more commonly addressed physical connectivity
problems.
Using the currently limited capabilities of CISfK, the international financial
analysis application model, which is representative of some business uses for diverse on-
line databases, is a preliminary demonstration of the feasibility of using CIS/TK to integrate
heterogeneous databases. The primary purpose of this application model is to drive the
technical development of CIS/TK.
1.3 The International Financial Analysis Model
This thesis illustrates CISITK capabilities with a financial analysis model, within
the timely realm of international issues. This subject was chosen in large part, because
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fundamental analyses of companies make direct use of the type of data available to us
(primarily historical financial databases). Also, because methods of financial analyses are
employed in some form in numerous business applications--particularly in banking--the
breadth of examples available in the business world aids our understanding of the realism
and practicality of this model.
As a preliminary prototype, this model is limited by the current capabilities of
CIS/TK and by our understanding of appropriate implementation methods within CIS/TK.
The model, therefore, represents a subset of manipulations which might be performed as
part of a financial analysis--performing such manipulations as calculating ratios, currency
translation, and applying simple rules to aid the user in comparison of international firms.
The significance of this model is not in its method of performing financial analyses: the
significance lies in the ability to apply the rules and procedures of the model in conjunction
with integrated heterogeneous, disparate databases. The model in this thesis relies on
relatively simple and generally accepted definitions used in financial analyses both to avoid
controversy and to be as comprehensible as possible for all readers.1
1.4 Industrial Policy Toward CIS/TK
A policy analysis is included to further our understanding of the practicality and
feasibility of CIS/TK and to suggest policy recommendations for firms considering
adopting this technology in the future. While other sections of this thesis focus on
technical issues, the policy analysis demonstrates that organizational, strategic, and
technical issues surrounding CISffK should be considered in unison. While incorporating
interviews with various users of financial historical databases, the concerns of different
actors affected by CIS/TK are presented. The strategic reasons for which a firm might
IThe financial analysis model used herein is not intended to be a complete, or even entirely true
representation of a given method of financial analyses--sources agree on one point: that every analyst has
his own methods, and no one method is necessarily the best [MYE84, AML84]. The ideas demonstrated by
this model can be extrapolated to apply to other analytic preferences.
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adopt CIS/TK are discussed, including the potential for short-term gains, the use of
CIS/TK as a transitional tool, and CIS/TK's consistency with long-term goals. One
advantage of CIS/TK is that it may be implemented incrementally and unobstrusively, as
discussed in the summary of policy recommendations.
1.5. Goals of Thesis
While using CIS/TK to address problems of physical and logical connectivity, the
financial analysis model presented in this thesis uses examples from well known on-line
databases. Implementing this application has demonstrated that CIS/TK can work as a
framework, but as a prototype, the system architecture must be more clearly defined and
numerous components need to be made more robust. The CISITK prototype is currently a
tool kit containing a number of tools held loosely together; this thesis indicates areas where
future versions should focus to increase the robustness and utility of CIS/TK.
1.6 Overview of Thesis
Chapter 2 defines the environment and assumptions which motivate the
international financial analysis model. The on-line database industry is described, with a
focus on typical end-users of on-line databases. Specific databases used with this model are
described. To help the reader understand the problems which must be resolved by this
system, an example scenario is worked through in detail--demonstrating the process
undertaken by the end-user to answer one specific question.
Chapter 3 provides technical background and a more detailed analysis of the
technical issues. Each type of problem to be handled by the application model is presented
in detail, with examples from on-line databases. The advantages and disadvantages of
current methods which address these problems are discussed.
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Chapter 4 presents the international financial analysis application model. An
architectural overview describes CIS/TK and the application model in general, and the
various components of the application model as they relate to CISITK are presented in
detail. The example scenario presented previously in Chapter 2 demonstrates the process of
answering a typical query using the system. Only certain portions of the model can be
implemented given the current limitations of CIS/TK; the limiting factors are discussed, and
the technical characteristics of the application model are analyzed.
To keep this feasibility study in perspective, Chapter 5 presents an analysis of
industrial policy concerning integrating disparate on-line databases. Incorporating
interviews and literature research, current CIS policy issues are presented. In the context of
possibilities presented by current research in CIS, new policy objectives which may effect
the introduction of this technology are discussed.
The conclusions in Chapter 6 suggest directions for future research indicated by this
study.
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2. Integrating On-line Databases and the Search Process
2.1 Demands and Constraints for Integration
In the 1970's, most corporations viewed internal data communication management
as an increasing, but strategically necessary, cost. Today, corporate-managed
telecommunications can offer favorable returns on investment and is often among the top
strategic concerns for corporations in certain industries.1 Information system integration
seems to be following a similar pattern: viewed previously as an unwieldy but necessary
cost and becoming more and more a vital strategic element.
In manufacturing, the demands for modern "flexible factories" are motivated by
technological innovation, product obsolescence, market segmentation, and world-wide
competition. At the core of the flexible factory is computer integration of design,
production, and management. This advance in production technology requires integration
of database and information systems in design, graphics, product information, production
control (inventory, scheduling, etc.), and equipment and human resource management.
Technology needed and being used in current research on flexible factories includes Expert
Systems, CAD/CAM, and DBMS integration. 2
Banking and information-based industries have similar immediate demands for
composite information system technology. Companies which provide information services
in several subject areas on an international basis are faced with the strategic imperative of
integrating numerous, diverse systems world-wide.
Integration in large corporations is constrained by many factors, primarily the fact
that most of the component systems are existing systems, not specifically designed for
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integration. Modification or redesign of these systems is generally not a viable solution
because of current structure, size or dynamic characteristics of the systems. Often, the
systems are under constant demands for updating and querying, and systems are frequently
being added and removed within an organization. 1
Organizational issues also constrain integration of information systems. Any given
system is constructed and used primarily within a certain group or division who have
certain demands for autonomy and control of their computer resources. An integrated
system must also exhibit adequate performance and reliability to meet corporate needs, and
must be relatively transparent to be accepted by large numbers of end-users.
2.2 Example of On-line Databases
Numerous industries use both in-house and commercially available databases. The
issues targeted by CIS research could apply both to in-house and commercial databases,
and, even more obviously, to the combination of the two. The examples in this thesis are
derived primarily from commercially available on-line databases because such information
systems are numerous, widely utilized, and likely to be familiar to most readers. On-line
databases demonstrate typical characteristics which may become obstacles when
information from these databases is to be integrated into composite systems.
Within the securities and financial markets alone, one source publishes information
concerning over 3000 on-line databases. 2 These databases cover an extensive range of
information and value-added services. Some services provide text style news and
information; others can be used to obtain economic data and apply highly sophisticated
econometric analyses to that data; and, becoming more and more common, other on-line
1See Bhaila 1987 and Madnick & Wang [MAD 88-1]..
2See Online Databases in the Securities and Financial Markets, 1987.
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database services provide capabilities for users to perform transactions on-line, where the
decision to make the transaction may be based in part on data obtained from the service.
The on-line database industry is expanding, diversifying, and changing in structure
as use of information systems grows and world markets change. The industry can be
divided into three major components: database producers, database vendors, and database
users, although distinctions between producers and vendors are becoming less clear as
some companies now integrate production and sales (such as Reuters or DRI). Database
producers, vendors and users operate both in public and private sectors.
2.2.1 Database Producers
The database producers may have several different databases and several means of
acquiring data. In some cases the producers have their own research and statistics
divisions, in other cases they obtain data through government sources or research firms
with whom they hold contracts. These data sources may provide the data in a variety of
forms: as raw data presented in printed documents, as a database designed and constructed
by the supplier, or as a database which follows a precise format specified by the producers.
The last form--database formats specified by the producer--would be the most efficient for
the producer, but, because the producers often have little or no control over their sources,
they must settle for using diverse and varying sources. A producer with existing databases
usually must update them, create new ones if a demand exists, and add databases obtained
through acquisitions.
2.2.2 Database Vendors
Database vendors may simply be brokers for producers, or they may be companies
which acquire databases from producers to market and sell. A vendor often desires to offer
as many services as possible to his clients, and therefore may have contracts with several
Chapter 2
producers, each with his own database systems. Vendors also gain advantages over
competitors by providing value-added applications for databases.
2.2.3 Database End-Users
Database users may be intermediaries, such as librarians or information technicians,
or end-users such as analysts or economists. In the financial sector, end-users can be
categorized as "front-office" (that is, those who operate under time pressures such as
traders and brokers) and "back-office" (that is, those who perform lengthier analyses such
as financial analysts). On-line databases have innumerable international uses, including
obtaining market or company specific financial information, aggregating macroeconomic
information, determining international supply and demand for a commodity or product,
analyzing trade and transport, identifying tariff and non-tariff barriers, learning of the
availability of technology (cost and patent info), determining restrictions for multinational
companies in developing countries, studying diseases, etc. Most end-user needs require
accessing and compiling data from multiple sources.
This discussion illustrates that each part of the on-line database industry has needs
for integrating databases. The databases to be integrated can be characterized as diverse and
dynamically changing: they may be external to a firm or internal, pre-existing or newly
created, static or dynamic, numerical or character-based, etc. Integration needs may also
include the need to incorporate statistical or knowledge-based applications, or real-time
controls or triggers.
2.3 On-line Databases Used in Financial AnDlication Model
The commercially available databases integrated by CISiTK for this application are
Finsbury's Dataline and I.P. Sharp's Disclosure and Currency. 1 These databases provide
1Finsbury Data Services and I.P. Sharp Associates are both owned by Reuters Holdings PLC. [REU 88].
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some breadth in data and provide examples of differences in style, accentuated somewhat
by the different origins of each service--Finsbury is based in London, England and I.P.
Sharp is based in Toronto, Canada. In addition to the commercial databases, INFORMIX
SQL is used to represent an in-house database. It is possible to add further databases to the
application model; for the initial implementation, however, the number has been kept
intentionally limited to reduce complexity in the prototype.
2.3.1 Description of Dataline
Dataline provides financial statements from the previous five years and forecasting
facilities for over 3000 corporations. The data cover primarily U.K. corporations as well as
a number of other major European and Japanese firms (forecasting facilities can only be
applied to U.K. firms). Queries to Dataline are menu-driven and results are returned in set
formats. The database system appears hierarchic to the end-user--company records can
only be accessed through a company code which the user must look up in a published
booklet or through a company-name/company-code table. Company names can only be
accessed alphabetically. For example, if the user inputs "Ford Motor", the code "FRDMO"
will be returned and the user may then query for financial data using this code.
Finsbury Data Services also offer Textline and Newsline which provide historical
texts and articles published in numerous newspapers and periodicals world-wide. This
service is not currently in our model, but could be incorporated in the future.
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2.3.2 Description of Disclosure
Data in Disclosure are obtained from financial reports of over 12,000 companies
which report to the Securities Exchange Commission in the U.S. 1 These companies are
primarily incorporated in the US, but a number of non-US companies are also included.
Both textual and statistical data are available. Statistical, time series data include
quarterly and annual balance sheets, income statements, funds flows, and key financial
ratios. Text-based data include corporate resumes and information on company ownership,
directorship, and subsidiaries. Users can formulate queries based on company names,
codes, ticker symbols or CUSIP numbers, or queries can be made based on values for any
static or time series data.
The user can access Disclosure through menus or using a query language available
on the I.P. Sharp network. Data can be returned in predetermined formats, user-specified
formats, or as a stream of data for downloading onto a computer.
2.3.3 Description of Currency
Currency contains historical daily records of exchange rates of currencies traded on
world markets. Exchange rates are reported for several major exchange market locations,
including New York, London, Singapore, Japan and others, in each cased based on the
local currency of that market. Data contained in Currency are obtained from major banks or
financial institutions in the countries where the markets are located.
Like Disclosure and other databases available through I.P.Sharp, Currency can be
accessed via menus or query languages, and output can be obtained in tabulated or stream
formats.
1Disclosure is produced by Disclosure Incorporated, Bethesda Maryland, USA and is distributed through a
number of information services.
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2.3.4 Description of SOL In-house Databases
Analysts who compile data from numerous sources often have access to in-house
databases and rely on spread-sheet programs or other computerized facilities. To
demonstrate the incorporation of in-house databases, SQL has been used to record data
such as the names of corporations currently being studied.1
2.3.5 Additional Databases
As stated above, the number of databases incorporated in this prototype model has
been limited to facilitate implementation, but numerous other databases could be integrated
in the future. For example, financial statement data for companies in Canada and Australia
are available from I.P.Sharp's CANOILS, FPCORP, and STATEX. Current and historical
prices and volumes for company securities for US, Canadian, Australian, and other firms
are also available through databases on the I.P.Sharp network (for example, AUSSTOCK,
USSTOCK, EXSHARE, FPSTOCK, SINGSTOCK, HKSTOCK, and NASTOCK).
2.4 Example Search: the Automobile Manufacturers
To understand the complexities of obtaining information, consider the following
scenario: in researching a current project, a company associate wants an idea of the relative
financial strength of major automobile manufacturers which supply passenger cars in the
U.S.. (Assume that the search is limited to Disclosure, Dataline, Currency, and in-house
systems.) The fact that the examples presented are drawn from particular on-line databases-
-Disclosure, Dataline, and Currency--is in no way intended to be a criticism of these
particular databases; similar ambiguities and peculiarities can be found in almost any
database.
ICIS/TK also integrates several systems related to the Sloan School Placement Office; these databases
include mappings and sic-codes to industries. The in-house database used in this thesis is a compilation of
relevant items out of the numerous alumni placement databases. See CIS/rK Version 1 User's Guide.
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This scenario is not intended to suggest a complete or particularly correct method of
considering financial strength; instead, it is intended to identify many problems that arise
when searching and combining data from multiple sources. As we will see in Chapter 4,
many of these problems--but not all--can be solved by CIS/fK. 1
2.4.1 The Path of the Information Search
Unless it is late at night or a last minute weekend job, the associate would send a
request to an analyst or information technician (librarian). An analyst may reformulate the
question to more specific requests and pass it on to the librarian, or he may perform the
search of databases himself. After the long and iterative task of searching for data and
information, the results will be returned up the ladder to the associate who originally
requested this information.
Following such a chain of command to arrive at the source of information and to
return the results takes time and effort. One can picture the time required as the "distance"
between the front-office and back-office, or the distance between the corporate manager
and information files. The CIS/TK system reduces this distance by storing knowledge
about underlying databases within CIS/fK, rather than storing this information in
numerous manuals or relying on the expertise of librarians.
2.4.2 Identifying Preliminary Constraints and Databases
Before searching on-line databases, the analyst or librarian must know the
constraints for the search. In the hypothetical scenario, the end-user must determine which
automobile companies are in question, what data are required, and where the data are
located.
1The sample session detailed in Appendix A presents the answers to the questions of our hypothetical
scenario as obtained by CIS/TK.
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To determine the names of the automobile manufacturers the end-user has several
choices, each with particular advantages and disadvantages. He can:
. Make a list based on his own knowledge. The advantage of this method is that it requires
less searching. The disadvantages are twofold: first, the user's knowledge may be limited
or he may forget a few companies; second, the user does not know how the firms are
referred to in databases and may spell the names incorrectly. For example, the user may
think that AMC is "American Motor Co" rather than "American Motor CoM".
* Find the sic-code for automobile manufacturers and search the databases for companies
with that sic-code. The advantage of this method is that the company names found will be
exactly as they are stored in the database. Unfortunately, of the two databases available
(Disclosure and Dataline) only Disclosure stores sic-code information, and within
Disclosure sic-codes are not recorded for most non-US companies. For example, Honda
Motor Co Ltd is present in Disclosure, but the value in the sic-code slot is "NA."
* Search the databases for companies whose names contain "motor" and select those which
are known auto manufacturers. Again, only Disclosure permits searching strings for sub-
strings, so this method could only be used with Disclosure. Furthermore, the end-user
must rely on his own judgement to select the appropriate companies from the list .
* Consult an in-house database of companies being studied--if such a list exists. Yet, even
this method is unlikely to be all inclusive: it probably will not contain the information that
Honda is represented as "Honda Motor Co Ltd" in Disclosure and as "Honda Motor Co" in
Dataline.
One of the actors in the search process, most likely the analyst, must use his own
knowledge to determine what data is relevant to determining a company's relative strength.
This type of analysis may require information from many sources--financial statements,
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knowledge of recent policy and management changes, understanding of current and recent
securities prices, etc. For the sake of this demonstration we will follow the process of
obtaining sales, net income, and return on assets (roa). For the analysis, current values for
each of these figures, their rate of growth and their stability are needed.
For this example, the end-user consults the appropriate manuals and chooses to
search Disclosure and Dataline.
2.4.3 Search Databases to Retrieve Data
The end-user faces several problems in performing the actual data search. First, the
user must know the access and communication protocol of each database. Second, he must
recognize how each value is identified in each database. Finally, he must make allowances
for inconsistencies in the data obtained.
The dial-up and login methods for Disclosure and Dataline are quite different. Data
transfer for Disclosure is half duplex, while it is full duplex for Dataline. I.P.Sharp only
allows the user several seconds to input his complicated identification code. Dataline allows
slightly longer, but the user must type the appropriate end of line character to communicate
correctly. Once the communication is established, each system has its nuances: for
instance, to withdraw a level in Disclosure, the user must type ')OFF'; in Dataline,
backing-up a menu demands a \'. In each case the user can ask for help menus if
necessary, but these menus do not remind the user of these basic commands--if the user
forgets or confuses the \' or ')OFF' commands, he must consult printed documentation
provided with the services. The help menus can be useful for formulating queries, but they
slow down the searches considerably.
Let us assume that the user inputs the correctly spelled company names or codes; he
must then request the appropriate information. In Disclosure, the user must request NI (for
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net income), NS (for sales), and NRTAX (for roa). Alternatively, in Disclosure, the user
can use the menu mode, but he is then forced to obtain entire financial statements and must
select the items he wants from the statements. In Dataline, these items are presented under
"earned for ordinary" (net income), sales, and return on capital employed (roa); in this case
the user must obtain the entire statements, even if he only wants these three items. Because
we want to study the rate of change of these items, the user must also know how each
system records different dates. In Disclosure, to obtain yearly statements from 1985 to
1987, the user must input: YEARLY DATED 85 TO 87, or he could request data where CF
(the code for financial reporting date) is equal to 19871231 or 19861231 or 19851231. In
this case, the user may be surprised by the answer if he receives the data in tabulated form.
The I.P. Sharp system interprets the dates as numbers, but presents them in currency
format that is 19,871,231 or 19,861,231. In Dataline, the dates are stored as "period-
ending" in the format 31-12-87.
Figures 2.1 and 2.2 illustrate the possible output for Honda Motor Co from
Disclosure and Dataline respectively (Honda is one of the few companies listed in both
databases). Studying Figure 2.1, the analyst will notice that the figures are reported in
dollars, but the amounts seem enormous and are equal to the amounts quoted as Ven in the
Dataline results. Even though all values are reported in dollars in Disclosure, this
information is misleading.1 If a company is not quoted in both databases, the analyst can
guess at the currency by taking the currency of the country of incorporation. 2
1After consulting 5 or 6 representatives, one Canadian representative of I.P.Sharp provided us with the
information that the true currency is embedded within a comment appended to the data for every company.
However, this data was so obscure (not even known by marketing and sales representatives of their firm),
that it is assumed here that the user is not aware of this comment.
2Judging by place of incorporation can be misleading; e.g., Schlumberger Ltd is incorporated in the
Netherlands Antilles, but reports its financial statements in US dollars.
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CO: HONDA MOTOR CO LTD
CITY: TOKYO 107 JAPAN
STATE: FF
INC.: JAPAN
CURRENCY (IMPLICIT): $ US
MUlTIPLIER (IMPLICIT): Thousands MULTIPLIER (EXPLICIT IN COMMENTS): Millions
CCIWvPNO C= NI IS NRTAX IME
3842 19,860,22 146,502 2,909,574 0.05 0.11
3842 19,870,224 83,689 2,868305 0.03 0.07
Figure 2.1 Example of data output from Disclosure
(original format has not been reproduced)
NAME: HONDA MOTOR CO
COUNTRY: JAPAN
CURRENCY: YEN (m)
Period Earned for Return on Return on
Ending Ordinary Total Sales Captial Shareholders
HO0D 28-02-86 146,502 2,909,574 30.99 % 19.57 %
IOD1 28-02-87 83,689 2,868,305 17.86 % 11.32 %
(original format has not been reproduced)
Because the statements for non-US firms will have to be translated to dollars, the
user must perform another database search for the appropriate exchange rates. Depending
on the analytic method of currency translation used by the firm, the exchange rate query
must be based on the appropriate date. Figure 2.3 presents the query and resulting data
used to obtain rates quoted on the New York exchange. The codes for currencies used in
the query are called "ISO" codes, where the code for the US dollar is USD. Note that the
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FnrA Example of data output fro Daaelzin~a 9.Fiqure 22
rates returned by this query are in cents, not dollars--another fact which might slip by the
unobservant user.
C(ERY TO CVR ECY TO CTANCILERREcYEXCHWGERATES
(FOR ONE DATE AND FROMW THE NEW YORK ECH ANGE):
DAILY DATED AT 31 12 85
DISPLAY CURRENCY'NDEM,NITL,NFRF,NJPYNGBP,NCAD
OUPUTFRCMQUERY:
31DEC85
NEW YORK - WEST GERMAN DEUTSCHE MARK 40.87
NEW YORK - ITALIAN LIRA 0.06
NEW YORK - FRENCH FRANC 13.32
NEW YORK - JAPANESE YEN 0.50
NEW YORK - BRITISH POUND 144.50
NEW YORK - CANADIAN DOLLAR 71.51
FIGURE 2.3 Example query and output Currency
(NOTE THAT OUTPUT AND QUERY FORMATS MAY BE DIFFERENT
WHEN USING OTHER USER INTERFACES)
2.4.4 Compile Data into Common Format. Add Value to Data
Compiling data into a common format includes using standard naming procedures,
standard presentation (units and format) of values, and application of GAAP translation
rules. First, values may be translated into one currency; ratios without units need not be
translated. Identifying names can be made uniform, and items such as dates can be written
consistently.
In Figures 2.1 and 2.2, ratio values are not equivalent because the two databases
employ different methods for calculating these values. For example, Return on Assets (roa)
is called NRTAX in Disclosure and is 0.03 in 1987; whereas, it is called Return on Capital
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Employed in Dataline and is 17.86% in 1987. Neither of the methods is necessarily more
correct than the other, but for consistency, the user must choose one of these two or
another method and recalculate the values if the method is not consistent.
Finally, depending on the depth of the analysis, the user may desire to adjust
income statement and balance sheet values such that discrepancies due to different
accounting procedures are minimied
**** *** ***
The above hypothetical scenario, where an analyst wishes to determine the relative
financial strength of major automobile manufacturers, illustrates many problems which
would be compounded in a more complex search. Such difficulties may result in lengthy
searches and unreliable results. When the search and integration of data are performed
automatically through a computer, even the smallest inconsistencies, such as the difference
between a comma and a period, influence the results. Chapter 3 categorizes these problems
and discusses the peculiarities added by each problem to the process of computer
integration. Chapter 4 demonstrates how CIS/TK can be used to address many of these
problems. The final answers to our hypothetical questions, obtained via CIS/TK, are
presented in a sample session in Appendix A.
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3. Technical Issues in Composite Information Systems
The above scenario demonstrates some of the problems that any database user
might face in accessing multiple databases. Many of the tasks performed by the user could
be performed by a system such as CIS[TK, which is capable of accessing and aggregating
diverse databases through a single, uniform interface. Ideally, a heterogeneous DBMS
would need to 1) accept queries and update requests; 2) transform requests to sub-queries;
3) formulate a plan for executing the sequence of sub-queries; 4) implement accessing of
data at local sites; 5) resolve logical incompatibilities (data type and schema names); 6)
resolve inconsistencies; and 7) combine pieces into a single response.1 The model in this
thesis focuses on the capacity of CIS/TK to account for logical incompatibilities and
inconsistencies which arise in integrating commercial on-line databases.
Specific problems which the financial analysis model attempts to resolve are
categorized and explained below. With some limitations, CISTK can perform most of the
other tasks listed above. Other methods and systems which may be used to integrate
heterogeneous DBMS are described in the latter part of this chapter.
3.1 Physical Connectivity
The DHDBMS must establish a link and data connection with each database needed
for a query. Under circumstances where a user wishes to combine internal and external
databases (each of which may be under the control of different divisions or companies), the
type of physical connection cannot be permanent and cannot require modification of the
databases or modification of the systems on which those databases reside. In our example,
basic communications include the ability to formulate a sub-query in the appropriate syntax
for each database--whether as a series of menu selections, as in Dataline, or in the format of
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1Madnick [MAD 88-2]..
I.P.Sharp's 39 MAGIC query protocol, or in SQL syntax to access local databases. The
response from each of these databases must in turn be parsed or reformatted to the standard
of the integrating system.
In object-oriented systems such as CIS/TK, the entries of the returned lists or tables
must be instantiated. In order to concatenate or join information from different sources, the
DHDBMS must account for different types of data structure, both within a single database
and across multiple databases. For example, in DISCLOSURE, both a primary sic-code
and a list of secondary sic-codes are included for each company. However, the primary sic-
code is stored as an integer value, but the secondary sic-codes are stored as character
strings. This must be considered when attempting to join this data to in-house industry/sic-
code data.
3.2 Logical Connectivity
Logical connectivity issues range from relatively obvious differences in naming
conventions to subtle discrepancies embedded within databases.
3.2.1 Data Structure and Naming Conflicts
To join data from underlying databases, information in each of the databases must
be represented in a combined manner. Through a combined schema, a system must allow
for mapping equivalent attributes, or column names, to one another and to a standard name.
Table 3.1 demonstrates the great variety of names one might find for the same entry on a
financial statement. Within our global schema, the attribute "revenues" is mapped to "NS"
and "sales"; and "net income" is mapped to "NI" and "earned for ordinary".
If differences in data structure are not accounted for at the physical level, they must
be dealt with at the logical level. Notice the returned dates presented in Figure 2.1
(19,860,228)--this is a mistake made by the user interface which reformats its numerical
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Table 3.1 Differences in Attribute Names Used(Information on "Reuters Holdings PLC" From three Sources)
Punds(0)
8Pouds (000) Annual Report Disclosure Dataline
866,900 revenue net sales sales
(income
statement)
108,800 profit attributable to net income earned for
ordinary share holders (income ordinary
statement)
178,800 profit on ordinary activities income before pre-tax profits
before taxation tax
800 minority interest minority interest adjustments
69,200 taxation on profit on provision for pre-tax profit
ordinary activities income tax -
profit after tax
276,500 tangible assets net property, net fixed assets
plant &
equipment
8,300 investments investments and investments
advances to subs
508,400 production and costs of goods
communication costs
358,500 (revenue)- gross profit ??
(p'n &c'n costs)
245,700 ?? trading profit
115,300 short term investments marketable ??
securities
900 minority interests (on minority int.
capital) (capital and
reserves)
29,900 stocks inventories ??
127,900 (debtors) + ?? receivables
294,800 (current assets) - current assets
-44,700 total net current assets net current
(liabilities) assets
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data to a currency format (with thousands separated by commas), but is not smart enough
to know that it is not appropriate to present dates in this way.
3.2.2 Data Uniformity and Scaling
If numeric data is scaled--for example, by a factor of thousands or millions--the
system must contain this knowledge: first, the fact that the value is scaled and must be
converted; second, what is the standard conversion factor or where can the factor be found;
third, how to perform the conversion so that ambiguities do not remain once the data enters
the integrated system. Ratios and percentages are a good example of scaling ambiguity.
Human users might deduce that 98% is the same as .98, but this similarity is difficult to
represent in a DBMS. The sample data presented in Figures 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 demonstrate
this difficulty: the value presented in Disclosure as 0.05 would be presented as 5.00 % in
Dataline; even less obvious, the currency exchange rate from US currency to British
currency is given as "144.50"--an informed human searcher would deduce that this
represents the relation of US-cents vs. UK-pounds, as opposed to dollars vs. pounds.
Scientific and financial information is often entirely useless without knowledge of the units
in which the value is expressed; this knowledge about particular data must be stored within
the integrating system.
Synonym and mapping tables can identify equivalent instances of non-numeric
entries, such as dates, currencies and locations. Table 3.2 summarizes different
representations of dates and currencies which must be either translated or incorporated in a
synonym matching table. Notice the differences between the International Monetary Fund
three character code for countries, and the "ISO" three character code for countries and
currencies which is used in the Currency database.
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Table 3.2 Exames of Attribute Svnonyms
a. Representations of Dates
Month Day Year Mon. Day, 'Yr MM/DD/YY DD/MM/YY YYYYMMDD
January 31, 1988 Jan. 31, '88 01/31/88 31/01/88 19880188
September 12, 1987 Sept. 12, '87 09/12/87 12/09/87 19870912
December 9, 1987 Dec. 9, '87 12/09/87 09/12/87 19871209
March 2, 2001 Mar. 2, '01 03/02/01 02/03/01 20010302
b. Representations of Currencies and Countries
3.2.3 Data Inconsistencies: Intra and Inter-Databases
As noted in the scenario in Chapter 2, currencies presented in DISCLOSURE can
be misleading for non-US companies. One method of accounting for this discrepancy is to
omit a mapping of the DISCLOSURE currency entry to the global schema and
automatically trigger heuristics to determine that currency. These heuristics could base the
currency chosen on the country of incorporation of the firm. Another possibility is to parse
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Country & Currency Sym. ISO IMF & SYMBOL
United States Dollar $ USD USA $
Japanese Yen v JPY JAP V
British Pound E GP U.K E
Deutsche Mark DM DEM GER M
French Franc FF FF FRA F
Italian Lira L ITL ITA L
Canadian Dollar $ CAD CAN $
out the currency information from the comments to the financial statement, but this parsing
would not be simple considering the different formats that may appear within the comment
statement.
Addresses for international firms also pose problems within DISCLOSURE. The
parts of each address are not entered in the appropriate data-slot (see Figure 3.1), and they
are not mis-entered in a consistent manner (note that the postal code is at the end of the
address slot in some cases and embedded in others). Furthermore, multiple synonyms refer
to country names: England and U.K.
Both DISCLOSURE and Dataline cover companies from several countries but store
their financial statements under one set of column names. This practice can be misleading
due to the different GAAP (Generally Accepted Accounting Procedures) and industry
financial practices followed by companies of different nationalities. This problem is
compounded when the values are manipulated to calculate financial ratios. Table 3.3
presents some of the ratio values presented for two firms which appear in both
DISCLOSURE and DATALINE--Honda Motor Co, incorporated in Japan, and Reuters
Holdings PLC, incorporated in the U.K. Note that the formulas which calculate the ratios
in the two databases result in slightly different values for British firm, but entirely different
values for the Japanese statement. Financial statements for firms under study must be
adjusted as much as possible to approximate the same GAAP, reducing intra-database
inconsistencies. Finally, a standard must be chosen for calculating ratios in order to
eliminate inter-database differences.
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Figure 3.1 Examples of Address Ambiguities for Foreign Firms
--non-US companies sometimes have US addresses:
COMPANY: SCHLUMBERGER LTD (INC. IN NETHERLANDS ANTILLES)
CITY: NEWYORK
STATE: NY
ZIPCODE: 10172
--U.K. addresses do not always follow the same standard (England vs. U.K.):
COMPANY: REUTERS HOLDINGS PLC
CITY: LONDON UNITED KINGDOM EC4P 4AJ
STATE: FF
ZIPCODE: NA
COMPANY:
CITY:
STATE:
ZIPCODE:
BRITISH PETROLEUM CO LTD
LONDON ENGLAND EC2Y 9BU
FF
NA
--The position of the zipcode and country varies:
COMPANY: NEWS CORPORATION LTD
CITY: SYDNEY NEW SOUTH WALES 2001 AUSTRALIA
STATE: FF
ZIPCODE: NA
COMPANY: FERROVANADIUM CORP N L
CITY: PERTH WESTERN AUSTRALIA AUSTRALIA 6000
STATE: FF
ZIPCODE: NA
--In some cases the country and zipcode are omitted:
COMPANY: CORPORATE SECURITIES INSURANCE LTD
CITY: BRIDGETOWN
STATE: FF
ZIPCODE: NA
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Table 3.3 Ratio Figures from 2 Databases
Inter-database inconsistencies bring up the question of relative reliability of
underlying databases. In our scenario, DISCLOSURE has a greater breadth of data than
Dataline, but DISCLOSURE has additional intra-database inconsistencies (currencies and
addresses). One possible solution would be always to search in the more reliable database
first and retain that data if duplicate information is obtained from the less reliable source.
More complicated rules might evaluate the contents of each response with respect to some
stored knowledge to determine which is more correct. When the data in question can be
rederived--such as with our ambiguous ratios--the values can be recalculated using a
standard of the user's choosing.
3.3 Heuristic Needs
The ability to apply heuristics and procedures to data allows users to orient a system
to a particular need. Steps needed to translate financial statements from one GAAP to
another might require a combination of rules and procedures.
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FDA RE QUICK RATIO
DISCLOSURE .03 .07 .38(VALUES FOR DATAUNE 
.18 .11 .60
HONDA
DURING2 DISCLOSURE .05 .11 .37
PERIODS) DATALINE 
.31 .20 .61
DISCLOSURE .18 .50 .78
(VALUES FOR DATAUNE .57 .50 .78
DRING3 DISCLOSURE .16 .45 .91
DURIG 3 DATAUNE .45 .45 .91
DISCLOSURE .15 .30 1.25
DATAUNE .40 .30 1.26
Some issues discussed above might fall under the category of common knowledge.
However, artificial intelligence technology is not yet capable of representing large amounts
of "common knowledge" and applying it efficiently. Therefore, the elements of common
knowledge which are incorporated in an integrated system should only be those
immediately applicable to a specific context.
3.4' Background on Methods of Solving DHDBMS Problems
Approaches to solving the numerous problems of CIS differ with the different
needs for integration. A firm with a long-term, major strategic need for extensible, dynamic
integration might approach integration much differently than a firm with more immediate
needs. One firm might establish a long-term research and development effort into the theory
and technique for integration, while another firm might decide to rewrite its databases into a
homogeneous format. Some strategies might include a combination of short-term and long-
term solutions. Several of these approaches to integration needs are identified below.
3.4.1 Batch Mode
The "batch mode" method refers to solutions which involve down-loading required
information from various disparate sources onto a networked or relational system.
Similarly, a "snap-shot" can be taken, translating the entire or requisite information from
the sources into object representation. Technical requirements of these solutions may be
relatively simple, assuming the necessary translators are available or easy to write; but,
batch mode solutions have some severe drawbacks. First, changes in the source databases
will not be immediately incorporated in the integrated database, causing "skew" or
inaccuracy with respect to real-time information. Second, as the frequency of down-loading
increases or the amount of data down-loaded increases, the processing overhead increases.
Firms which have used batch-mode methods in the past are discovering that they need more
powerful and more timely methods.
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3.4.2 Inerfaes
Versatile interfaces may be used to permit accessing multiple, heterogeneous
databases without truly integrating the databases. A heterogeneous interface to a single
database might permit a relational interface to a network system. Such access to multiple
databases yields inter-operability, but schemas are not integrated.
3.4.3 Homogeneous DBMS
Generally, homogeneous DBMS attempt to provide updating and retrieval
capabilities across a network of sites of relational databases while retaining site autonomy,
distribution transparency, and adequate performance. Examples of homogeneous DBMS
currently on the market or in advanced development stages include INGRES* and
ORACLE and R*.l
3.4.4 Mixing Interfaces with Homogeneous DBMS
This method might employ an SQL based DBMS while simultaneously providing a
gateway or interface to non-similar databases. Again, the schemas of all the databases are
not integrated, and true distributed queries are only possible among the homogeneous
databases.
3.4.5 Distributed Heterogeneous DBMS & other Research Efforts
Numerous systems, each with some characteristics of distributed, heterogeneous
DBMS are currently in use or under development.2 Most often, a common data model and
query language are used with an integrated schema of underlying information.
Unfortunately, most of these systems fulfill the requirements of a DHDBMS only in a
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2Se Madnick [MAD 88-2].
limited manner: restricted to a specific context, restricted to specific types of databases,
requiring changes or additions to the structures of the underlying databases, or requiring
installation of some component within the operating system of each host computer. Many
of these systems, like CIS/TK, follow a three-schema format.
In the area of extending representational abilities of databases--combining rules,
procedures, and data--expert system shells are being used. Unfortunately, adding deductive
capabilities through an expert system may greatly reduce the efficiency of a DBMS.
In its prototype stage, CIS/TK shares many of the characteristics of other
DHDBMS systems. The basic structure of CIS/TK is modular and split into three schemas.
Currently, the system is only capable of performing retrievals, not updates, so concurrency
control and data security are not major factors. Because it is a research prototype, with an
express purpose of helping understand CIS issues, CISITK contains several different
methods of resolving logical inconsistencies. These aspects of CIS/TK and the financial
analysis application model will be explained in detail in Chapter 4, and we will reconsider
our Chapter 2 scenario performed with the assistance of CIS/TK.
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4. CIS/TK and the Financial Application Model
Figure 4.1 summarizes the search scenario which was presented in Chapter 2.
Several technical and organizational means could be used to solve these types of problems,
but existing solutions are either time-consuming and therefore not strategically effective
solutions, or task-oriented (solving one goal), and not easily modified for other purposes.
CIS/TK proposes a methodological and structured approach to solving these problems.
This chapter begins by providing a brief description of the CIS/TK system, then
presents the example of the financial application model which utilizes CIS/fK to answer
the questions presented in our hypothetical example. This example is justifiably limited by
the capabilities of the prototype, thus a sketch of future additions and developments is
presented, along with an explanation of the developments necessary to implement these
further applications.
Schemas and tools presented in this chapter would ultimately enable the end-user
(the originator of our hypothetical questions or a financial analyst) to perform his
information search, as opposed to following the lengthy process enumerated in Chapter 2.
In designing and implementing these schemas and tools within the CIS/TK environment, I
have played the roles of both a database designer and application designer who might work
in conjunction with end-users and company-standard setting committees, or in response to
end-users' needs to develop composite information systems. In addition to demonstrating
the capabilities of CIS/TK in a somewhat realistic, though hypothetical, application, one of
the major objectives of this task has been to identify (through example rather than
conjecture) the deficiencies of the CISTK prototype.
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Summary of Scenario Problems
QUESTION: What is the relative financial strength of major
automobile manufacturing firms?
SEARCH STEPS ISSUES
- IDENTIFY DATABASES
- COMMUNICATE WITH
DATABASES
- IDENTIFY INSTANCES OF
'AUTO MANUFACTURERS
- RETRIEVE DATA
S TA NDA RDIZIN G DA TA:
- DETERMINE TRUE CURRENCIES
- PERFORM SECONDARY SEARCH
FOR EXCHANGE RATES.
ADDING VALUE TO DATA:
- ADJUST FOR GAAP
DIFFERENCES
- CALCULATE RATIOS
- TABULATE AND EVALUATE
- MUST HAVE GENERAL
KNOWLEDGE OF DATABASES.
- MUST HAVE SPECIFIC KNOWLEDGE
OF EACH DATABASE PROTOCOL
- INSTANCE IDENTIFICATION PROBLEM,
NO SINGLE METHOD ALWAYS SUCCEEDS.
- MUST KNOW EQUIVALENT COLUMN NAMES,
MUST OBTAIN UNITS AND MULTIPLIERS.
- MUST DEDUCE UNITS IF THEY ARE NOT
AVAILABLE.
- SAME RETRIEVAL PROBLEMS EXIST FOR
SECONDARY SEARCH AS ABOVE.
- MUST HAVE SPECIFIC METHODS
- RATIO EQUATIONS FROM DATABASES
WERE DISSIMILAR.
- USE JUDGEMENT AND
'RULES OF THUMB.'
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Figure 4.1
4.1 The CIS/TK Environment
- Like many other approaches to distributed heterogeneous DBMS, CIS/TK
proposes a three-tiered architecture which serves both as a structural foundation and
methodology for constructing composite information systems. Figure 4.2 presents a
conceptual representation of the major components of the CIS/TK architecture: the local
query processor, the global query processor, and the application query processor. In
addition to these layers, the databases themselves might be considered as a fourth layer;
they are accessed by CIS/TK, but CIS/TK does not impinge on the autonomy of the
databases.
4.1.1 Databases
Theoretically, there are few limitations to the type of database which could be
included in a composite information system built on CIS/TK. These databases could reside
on any host computer (or computers) or on the system supporting CIS/TK. Because it is
assumed that users are not always owners of the databases they wish to access, CIS/TK
has been designed such that no component of the system must reside on data base host
systems. Figure 4.3 represents the current databases being used with CIS/TK along with
their host computers.
4.1.2 LOP: the Local Ouery Processor
The local query processor handles communications with databases and with the
computers on which they reside. (The "local" in LQP refers to communications local to the
databases, although the host computers of the databases may be remote to the CISf/K
system.) For every different type of database integrated in CIS/TK, a sub-LQP module
must be in place. For example, modules are currently installed for informix-sql, oracle-sql,
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Figure 4.2 A CIS Query Processor Architecture
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Figure 4.3 Schematic of Host Computers and Databases
COMPUTER: MIT2E
COMMUNICATION VIA LOPs
TO OTHER HOSTS
r-disclosuredb
datalinedb
currencydb...
COMPUTER: MIT2C
with downloaded databases
in SQL
LOP HAS NOT BEEN INSTALLED
TO COMMUNICATE WITH IPSHARP,
DATA SUBSET HAS BEEN TEMPORARILY
DOWNLOADED TO MIT2C.
alumnidb
studentdb
siccodedb...
COMPUTER: MIT2A
with SQL databases for
Sloan School
Placement Assistent System
and one will be soon forthcoming for the IP Sharp databases. Similarly, for any new
remote host to be accessed by CIS/TK, a communication handler must be established
within the LQP.
The basic function of the LQP is to receive abstract queries from the global query
processor of CIS/TK, translate them as necessary for a given database, establish
communications with the database's host computer, send the appropriate query to the
database, and return the response in an appropriate format to the Global query processor.
Conceptually, the LQP is responsible for understanding quirks and peculiarities of any
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given database such that information is as consistent as possible within that database upon
arrival at the GQP. That is, if a column of numerical data is known to be scaled down by
one thousand in a given database, this possible ambiguity should be accounted for in the
LQP.
4.1.3 GOP: the Global Ouery Processor
At the core of CIS/TK is the global layer, or GQP, encompassing the global
schema, which represents all of the types of information available in underlying databases,
and encompassing powerful query functions such as the ability to join data from two
entirely different and separate sources. The global schema supplies an entity-attribute
structure in which all of the types of underlying data and their relationships to one another
may be stored. Column-names or attribute-names used in the databases are mapped to the
central names used in the global schema. Attribute names used in the global schema may be
chosen by the database designer, and in many ways can be thought of as a central data
dictionary for the composite system, but they do not require any change in naming
conventions in the underlying databases.
4.1.4 AOP: the Application Query Processor
The application layer, or AQP, follows a format similar to that of the global layer,
but rather than representing all underlying information, its schema represents a subset of
that data necessary for a particular application for an end-user. For example, where the
global schema may represent financial, economic, personnel, inventory, and purchasing
data, a financial analysis application might only entail financial and limited economic data.
The application schema may also represent data not explicitly available in underlying
databases, but which may be derived or deduced from that data. Also, different attribute
names (from those in the global schema) may be used in the application specific to a given
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user's conventions; thus, for example, what one department may call "trade debt," another
calls "accounts payable."
4.1.5 The Logical Connectivity Elements
While the mapping features of the global schema and application model account for
differences in naming convention of attributes and the LQP should account for relatively
obvious inconsistency or ambiguity within any single database, other methods are
necessary and available within CIS/TK to handle less obvious inter-database
inconsistencies. Synonym tables can be facilitate joining databases which follow different
data conventions: for example, indicating that "US," "USA," "United States," and "United
States of America" are all the same within country-name columns. Translation tables and
facilities can determine more complex translations: for example, a marketing database
which rates a product from "poor" to "excellent" may be mapped to a production division's
quality test in which products are ranked on a scale from 1 to 10.
In addition to synonym and translation methods, CIS/TK provides basic heuristics
elements which allow the application designer to apply rules and procedures to data. Rather
than using a single large knowledge-base as is common in expert type applications,
different concepts and operations are separated into individual "agents," any one of which
may be triggered individually to apply to data; these heuristic and procedural elements are
called "concept agents" and "operation agents" within CISITK. In general, operation agents
incorporate primarily procedural functions which are widely employed in any database
manipulations, such as numerical comparisons, finding maximums, minimums, averages,
etc. Concept agents are typically more specific to a given type of data and general rely more
on rules than procedures: for example, the concepts of competitiveness or profitability
might be added to a financial analysis applications. I
1See Appendix B for a detailed example of the operation agent structure.
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4.2 Description of the Financial Analvsis Apilication Model
When using CISITK to build an application for an end-user, the most important
component is the application layer, including the application schema, or model, and logical
elements which can be applied to data. Yet, the power of this application for the end-user
lies not so much in the rules and procedures of the application layer, but in the composite
information system as a whole--including communications, database management
functions, and application-specific functions working in concert. In the model implemented
for this thesis, each of the layers of CIS/TK is relatively simple, but working together, they
are capable of answering most of the questions posed in our hypothetical search.
Typically, if a composite information system has already been established with
CIS/TK, a new application would not require any change or addition to the local or global
query layers unless a new database is added. In our prototype implementation, some LQP
components and the the Global Schema had to be elaborated, hence all three conceptual
layers are presented below.
4.2.1 The Application Laver
The information represented in the application schema is modelled on elements of
simple fundamental analyses of companies based on their financial statements and balance
sheets. Fundamental analysis relies on the historical (stability and trends) and comparative
performance of major figures and ratios calculated from financial statements, as opposed to
technical analysis which is based on numerical analysis of a stock's performance in the
marketplace. Fundamental comparison of firms of different nationalities requires both
translation of currencies and adjustments or consideration of differences in G.A.A.P..
These characteristics of fundamental analyses are reflected in a limited manner in our
application schema.
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Along with choosing the informational content of the application model, the
relationships between various elements of that information had to be represented in the
entity/attribute structure used in CIS/TK. Figure 4.4 represents a conceptual schema for the
application model. Implementation of this schema, however, was constrained by some
restrictions on the operational applicability of logical elements--concept and operation
agents--in the current version of CIS/TK. Therefore, the schema which was actually
implemented is better represented by Figure 4.5; this implemented schema is less well
organized than the conceptual schema proposed in Figure 4.4, but it is adequate for
fulfilling the needs of this application.
The significant aspects of this schema can be summarized as follows:
- basic entries to financial statements and balance sheets;
- entries for trend analysis of these figures--percent-change and stability;
- entries for ratios calculated from financial data;
- information regarding currency units of any given statement;
- descriptive information regarding each firm for purposes of identification;
- examples of conceptual entries appropriate for qualitative and judgmental conclusions.
When consistent data are available from underlying databases, entries equivalent to
those in the application model exist in the global schema; those application model attributes
are therefore mapped directly to their equivalent global schema slot. A query for data
available and consistent within the databases will consult the global schema , triggering
queries to the databases. Other entries, such as ratios, are known to be inconsistent
between databases, so they can be calculated from retrieved data. These methods will be
discussed below as logical elements.
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Conceptual Application Schema
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Figure 4.4
Figure 4.5 Implemented Application Model Schema
AM/ AM/
CCNPANY [FINANIAL
- acompany name adate
acompany code acurrency from
aindustry acurrency to
ainc location aexchange rate
acountry of inc arevenue
arevenue growth lyr
arevenue stability
anet income
anet income growth 1yr
anet income stability
aroa
aroa growth
aprofit margin
aprofit margin growth
etc.
for financial statement
entries and ratios.
4.2.2 The Global Schema
The Global Schema used in CIS/TK, represented as an entity/attribute relationships
in Figure 4.6, is a conglomerate representation of much of the information in underlying
databases. Some information has been omitted in order to reduce the complexity of the
schema (such as forecasting data and many sub-entries of financial statements), although in
a complete composite system these figures could be included. Other available data have
been intentionally left out because they are calculated using different formulas from one
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Figure 4.6 Representation of Global Schema
Notes:
1. Names begin with 'g' simply for ease
of identifying global schema.
2. Finance entity contains numerous
financial statement entries.
3. Items in lower section not being used
currently with application model.
4. Only relevant parts of GS presented.
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database to another--specifically, most financial ratios may be calculated in several ways.
Such data which are specific to methods of a given database can be included, as
demonstrated by ROA and ROE entries, but they must be integrated carefully, providing an
indication as to the source to prevent inappropriate comparisons.
Note that the application model represents only a portion of the information
available in the Global Schema, because the application model is oriented toward a specific
purpose. A user may still request data not available in an application model by addressing a
query directly to the global query processor.
Different data on companies are represented in a number of entities both for
conceptual clarity and to facilitate integration of different types of data: time-series versus
static, numerical versus textual.
4.2.3 The Local Ouerv Processor and Databases
The databases which are integrated in the Global Schema have been described in
detail in Chapter 2; they include I.P. Sharp's Disclosure and Currency, Finsbury's
Dataline, and an in-house Informix-SQL worksheet. When financial statement entries are
equivalent, the columns of both Disclosure and Dataline are mapped to the same Global
Schema attribute; when these values are not equivalent, the Global Schema attribute only
maps to one of the two databases.
For the current implementation, a limited set of data from Disclosure, Currency and
Dataline has been down-loaded into Informix-SQL databases and used for querying during
development and debugging. This down-loading into what we have labelled "pseudo-
databases" was necessary for several purposes: 1) to permit access to databases for which
no LQP was in place; 2) to reduce communication time, facilitating debugging; and 3) to
eliminate the costs of accessing fee-based services during development. Differences in
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naming conventions and the data inconsistencies apparent in the true databases have been
carried over to the pseudo databases. 1
Currently, the LQP does not contain intelligent functions for reconciling intra-
database inconsistencies, such as accounting for scaling factors or address inconsistencies
for international firms. These issues which should, theoretically, be accounted for in the
LQP, are either not addressed if they do not affect our application model, or they are
accounted for by logical elements at the GQP or AQP level when necessary.
4.2.4 Logical Elements
At the level of the global query processor, the synonym tables and the translation
facility are the most active logical elements. These elements are used to resolve well known
differences in data representation. In our financial analysis example, we need to account for
differences in abbreviations for naming currencies, ways of presenting dates, spellings for
company names, mapping siccodes to industries, and scaling factors for numerical data.
Admittedly, each problem can be solved in several different ways, with increasing levels of
sophistication, but the methods presented here are relatively simple and demonstrate
CIS/TK functions. These examples are not all inclusive, prescriptive answers to the
problems.
Currency synonyms are essentially one-to-one relationships, mapping code
representation of currencies to their textual name. For our example, the Currency database
uses ISO currency codes, while Dataline presents currency in text--such as JPY <--> Yen.
Global Schema synonym tables are currently being used for this type of identification,
allowing a query to join the currency database and a financial statement based on currency
1The IPSharp and Finsbury Dataline LQPs are expected to be installed soon after the completion of this
thesis; see [GAN 89] and [PER 89).
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using the synonyms shown in Table 4.1.a. 1 This method will work for many currencies,
but it is insufficient in delineating the US dollar, Australian dollar, and Canadian dollar, an
additional column would be needed to combine country and currency data. Currently, the
synonym facility has no means for mapping one attribute to a combination of two
attributes.
As a temporary measure, the synonym tables have also been used to allow queries
to join information based on the "period-ending" date of financial statements, as Table
4.1 .b shows. Normally, such a simplistic solution to date translations would be
inadequate, but in this case where a limited number of dates are generally used, the
synonym table provides a useful, temporary solution.
By including a "scale factor" attribute for financial entries in the global schema, all
financial entries could be normalized via the translation facility. In the current
implementation, we have presented the information regarding scaling. We have not
performed the translations because in the current version of CIS/TK the GQP does not
automatically call the translation facility, therefore the translation facility cannot be invoked
through a query to the AQP.
Different presentations of exactly the same company name or the same industry--
Honda Motor Co versus Honda Motor Co Ltd and Auto Manufacturer versus Automobile
Manufacturing--pose complex problems of instance identification. Depending on whether
one's purpose is to find instances in different databases, perform a horizontal join of
databases, or perform a vertical join (merging) of databases, the optimal solutions to the
problem vary. Utilizing synonym tables and translation tables is generally not an optimal
solution (unless the number and type of variations is known and limited, which is not
1Note that the attribute names presented in Table 4.1 refer to the Global Schema as presented on page 52(Figure 4.6).
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31-12-87 19871231 December 31, 1987
31-12-86 19861231 December 31, 1986
31-12-85 19851231 December 31, 1985
31-12-85 19841231 December 31, 1984
30-09-87 19870930 September 09, 1987
28-02-87 19870228 February 28, 1987
28-02-86 19860228 February 28, 1986
28-02-85 10850228 February 28, 1985
Note: This is by no means the best way to account for different dates, however
this method allows a quick fix to simplifying the query and join process for a
limited number of dates.
usually the case), because these translation tables would tend to become inordinately large.
Furthermore, such tables do not address the problem of preference: if data are available in
two databases, questions arise as to which data should be chosen and what procedure
should be followed if the data do not match. Instead of relying only on synonym tables and
translation tables, one solution may add data standardization using rules and procedures at
the LQP layer. For the purposes of this example, a working database has been used,
mapping company names to industries, to eliminate some of the problems of instance
identification.
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Table 4.1 Synonym Tables for Currencies and Dates
a) FOR ATTRIBUTES:
finance 'gcurrency & currency 'gcurrency-from & currency 'gcurrency-to
NFRF FRANC Franc
NITL LIRA Lira
NGBP POUNDS Pounds
NDEM MARKS Marks
NJPY YEN Yen
NCAD DOLLAR-CAN Dollar-Can
USD DOLLAR-US Dollar-US US-Dollar US-DOLLAR
Note: "N" is used before ISO codes to simplify querying for exchange rates, by
choosing a default exchange location of New York.
b) FOR ATTRIBUTES:
finance 'gdate & finance 'gperiod-end. & currency 'gdate
In the application layer of CIS/TK, concept agents and operation agents add value
to data--these agents could ultimately be used at the global level, but their applicability is
most appropriate at the application level for this example. Agents are used to calculate a
value or deduce information when no direct mapping exists between an application model
attribute and the global schema. Two concept agents available are: 1) "country of
incorppration" which determines the country of incorporation based on a firm's
"incorporation location" (a state or a country); and 2) "currency" which, if no currency is
given, deduces the correct currency in a financial statement based on the country of
incorporation. 1
The operation agents incorporate general purpose procedures which may be applied
to any data. Available agents calculate ratios, percent-change in a set of values, and stability
of a set of values. A more general agent can find the maximum entry in a list.2
4.3 ExamRle of Using the AM
The ultimate test for the application model is whether or not it answers the
hypothetical questions enumerated in Chapter 2. Despite the limitations of this early version
of CIS/TK, it is capable of retrieving data, solving some problems of logical
inconsistencies, and adding value to the data (see Figure 4.7). Because the current version
of the application query processor is not robust, the query process is not fully automated:
the user must input queries sequentially and trigger agents which should ultimately be
triggered automatically by the AQP. Nevertheless, the end-user's task is greatly simplified,
as demonstrated by the examples below. These sketch out the use of CIS/TK to answer our
hypothetical question, 'What is the financial strength of major automobile manufacturers?" 3
1Please refer to Appendix B for a detailed example of an agenL
2Please see Wang, Madnick, Horton & Wong; [WAN 88-2].
3Please refer to Appendix A for a presentation of a sample session.
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Figure 4.7 Summary of Scenario Problems
QUESTION:
SEARCH STEPS
RE TRIEVING DATA:
- IDENTIFY DATABASES
- COMMUNICATE WITH
DATABASES
- IDENTIFY INSTANCES OF
'AUTO MANUFACTURERS'
- RETRIEVE DATA
ST ANDARDIZNG DATA:
- DETERMINE TRUE CURRENCIES
- PERFORM SECONDARY SEARCH
FOR EXCHANGE RATES.
ADDING VALUE TO DAT A:
- ADJUST FOR GAAP
DIFFERENCES
- CALCULATE RATIOS
* TABULATE AND EVALUATE
What is the relative financial strength of major
automobile manufacturing firms?
ISSUES
- MUST HAVE GENERAL
KNOWLEDGE OF DATABASES.
- MUST HAVE SPECIFIC KNOWLEDGE
OF EACH DATABASE PROTOCOL.
- INSTANCE IDENTIFICATION PROBLEM,
NO SINGLE METHOD ALWAYS SUCCEEDS.
- MUST KNOW EQUIVALENT COLUMN NAMES,
MUST OBTAIN UNITS AND MULTIPLIERS.
- MUST DEDUCE UNITS IF THEY ARE NOT
AVAILABLE.
- SAME RETRIEVAL PROBLEMS EXIST FOR
SECONDARY SEARCH AS ABOVE.
- MUST HAVE SPECIFIC METHODS
- RATIO EQUATIONS FROM DATABASES
WERE DISSIMILAR.
- USE JUDGEMENT AND
'RULES OF THUMB.'
CIS/TK SOLUTIONS
-STORES KNOWLEDGE OF
DATABASE CONTENTS.
- STORES COMMUNICATION
AND QUERY KNOWLEDGE.
- HELPS WITH INSTANCE
IDENTIFICATION ISSUES.
- STORES ATTRIBUTE MAPPING,
CAN APPLY RULES TO
COMPARE OR CONVERT UNITS.
- CAN JOIN FINANCE DB WITH
CURRENCY DB.
- CAN APPLY CURRENCY
CONVERSION RULES.
- DOES NOT CURRENTLY
INCORPORATE GAAP RULES.
- STORES AND APPLIES
STANDARD EQUATIONS.
-APPUES AGENTS TO
RESPOND TO CONCEPTS.
4.3.1 Example of Routing Ouery and Communicating with Databases
First, with one query, the user may ask for financial data on auto-manufacturers by
selecting company names, codes, financial statement dates, currencies, revenues, and net
incomes as demonstrated below. (Note that a user-friendly interface is not employed with
this prototype of CIS/TK, so the syntax below would ultimately be replaced by a user-
friendly interface.)
Query: (aqp '(join (am/company.desc
(((am/company desc aindustry) (am/company.desc acompanyjname)
(am/companydesc acompanycode))
(= (an/companyjesc aindustry) "Automobile Manufacturing")))
(am/financial_info
(am/f'manciaLinfo ayear) (am/fmancialinfo acurrencyjnow)
(am/fiancialinfo arevenue) (am/financial-info anet-income))))))
In English, this query is asking to obtain both descriptive and financial information
on companies in the Automobile Manufacturing industry. First, the query asks for the
industry, company name, and company code (as identified in a given database) for auto-
manufacturers; second, it asks for the year, currency, revenue, and net income from the
financial statements of companies found in the first part of the query. With this single
query, the user obtains data from his internal portfolio database joined with data from
Dataline or Disclosure. In this case, the CIS/TK system determines which databases are
available, how to communicate with those databases, and how the desired items are named
in each database. Furthermore, CIS/TK has automatically joined the internal worksheet
database, which has industry information, with the Dataline or Disclosure external
databases which hold financial information. (Because of limitations of the current merge,
only one of the two external databases can be accessed at a time for this query.)
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4.3.2 Example of Deducing Information not Directly Available
The user may trigger concept agents to determine incomplete information. For
example, to deduce which currency appears in a given company's financial statement when
the currency is not available from the databases, one concept agent may decide that a
company located and incorporated in Japan publishes its financial statement in Yen. The
format of this type of query would be:
Query: (aqp 'ca/currency :infer 'am/financial-info1
'((ccountry (am/financial_info acountryofinc)))
'(am/financialinfo acurrency))
In this case the user asks CIS/fK explicitly to infer the currency; alternatively, the
concept agent could be triggered directly and automatically by the AQP if the attribute
"acurrency" of the application model is directly mapped to the concept agent. The concept
agent deduces the currency information based on the country of incorporation of a firm.
Note that if the "incorporation location" information had not been retrieved in the original
query, a second query would be needed to retrieve this additional information before the
concept agent could complete its task. This question of optimization is addressed below.
4.3.3 Example of Obtaining Secondary Data Based on First Search
The user inputs a query for exchange rates (in this case to the US dollar) for those
currencies used in financial statements. 1
Query: (aqp '(((am/financiainfo acurrencyfrom)
(am/financialinfo acurrencyto)
(am/financial-info adate)
(am/financial-info aexchangejate))
(and (=(am/financial_info acurrencyfrom) "Yen")
(and (or (= (am/financial-info adate) "123185")
1Note that this step could be performed as a join with the first query if some limitations in the entity
structure of the AQP are eliminated.
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(= (am/financial_info adate) "123186"))
(=(am/fimancial_info acurrencyo) "USD"))))))
In English, the query is demanding the original currency, the currency to which we
are translating, the exchange rate between those two currencies, and the date (of the quoted
rate) given the constraints that the original currency is Yen, the final currency is US
dollars, and the dates desired are December.31, 1985 and December 31, 1986. In this case,
the synonym tables of CIS/TK automatically resolve of the problems of knowing ISO
codes for currencies and for translating the dates given to the format used in the Currency
database. In the future, with more robust versions of the AQP, this query should be
simultaneous with the first query, joining the currency database to the financial information
based on both currency and date.
4.3.4 Example of Performing Currency Conversion
On the simplest level, operation agents, as demonstrated by the query below, can
be used to convert values to new currencies. Further, these agents could update the
currency attributes in the application model after conversion to eliminate ambiguities, so
that the user knows exactly what unit is represented at any given time in a firm's financial
data:
Query: (send-message'oa/convertl :operate '(am/fmancial_info1 am/fmanciaLinfo2)
'((ox (am/fimancial_info arevenue))
(oy (am/fimancial_info aexchangejrate)))
'(am/financial_info arevenue))
In this query, the operation agent is called "oa/convertl"; the agent is instructed to
act on instances 1 and 2 of financial information (am/financialinfol am/financialjinfo2);
the agent will use values from the attributes "arevenue" and "aexchangejrate" (the value in
"arevenue" will be given to the internal variable "ox" in the agent, and "aexchangejrate"
will be assigned to "oy"); and the final answer will be placed in the "arevenue" slot. For
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this demonstration, the conversion is only being performed on one entry at a time;
however, a more complete convert agent would convert all of the financial statement values
and follow certain rules in doing so.1
4.3.5 Example of Using CISIfK to Add Further Value to Data
The user may trigger operation agents to calculate ratios, stability, and percent
change in financial statement figures:
Query: (send-message 'oa/growthrate :operate '(am/financial_infol am/financiaLinfo2)
'((ox (am/financialinfo anet_income)))
'(am/financialinfo anet_income-growth_1yr))
In future versions of CIS/TK, the application designer will be able to map attributes
directly to operation agents, so the user will simply ask for these values and the agents will
be automatically triggered.
Aside from the original query, each of the other "user-triggered" steps in the above process
should be automatic in future versions of the AQP.
4.4 Analysis of the Application Model and CIS/TK Capabilities
Expansion of the financial analysis application model would provide more
interesting opportunities for demonstrating and testing CIS/TK, but such expansion
depends on some improvements to the CIS/TK prototype and clarification of the
methodology and architecture of CIS/TK. The application implemented for this thesis
served as a stress test of the current version of CIS/TK, identifying areas of the prototype
which need improvement.
1Note that agents are available to transfer from string format to integer or floating decimal, though this
procedure has not been enumerated in this example.
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4.4.1 ExDansion of the Model
The application model presented is relatively limited in scope and connects only a
limited number of databases. The scope was constrained in part by a desire for clarity
through conciseness, but primarily by the practical limitations of the current CIS/TK
prototype. As Figures 4.4 and 4.5 demonstrate, even within our limited framework, the
impleniented model was forced to be less than optimal.
When CISITK is extended, this model and accessible data could be expanded to test
and demonstrate the capacity of CIS/TK for different types of merging--both horizontal and
vertical--of disparate data. Figure 4.8 illustrates a horizontal merge (joining two databases
based on a key attribute), and a vertical merge (making a union of different sets of the same
type of data). Vertical expansion could encompass databases covering several other
countries, including CANOILS, FPCORP, and JSCHEDULE for Canadian firms, and
STATEX for Australian firms. Horizontal expansion could include data on market shares,
inflation rates, interest rates, stock performance, and text-based information from databases
such as TEXTLINE, NEWSLINE, USSTOCK, AUSSTOCK, ASE, NASTOCK,
SINGSTOCK and TSE300. Theoretically, improvements to the fundamental analysis
model could include more detailed incorporation of GAAP translation methods and
incorporation of elements of economic or technical analysis by applying more complex
rules and procedures in the concept and operation agents.
Even limited expansion will provide more opportunities for testing and developing
of elements for semantic reconciliation and concept inferencing. Note the examples in
Figure 4.8 of Honda Motor Co: in a vertical merge, the system must be capable of
detecting that the same entry exists in both databases, but both databases do not contain
exactly the same data. The system must be capable of selecting the appropriate database for
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Figure 4.8 Vertical and Horizontal Merges
HORIZONTAL MERGE, ADDED BREADTH
DATABASE 1-- FINANCIAL DATA US DATABASE 2 -- MARKET DATA
COMPANY DATE REVENUE COMPANY MARKET SHARE
GENERAL MOTORS x x aaa GMC 0.X0
FOFU3MOTORCO x x bbb FD 0.YO
AMC x x ccc AMC 0Z0
HONDAMOTORCO x x ddd HONDA O.XO
NISSAN MOTOR CO x x Gee NISSAN O.YO
VERTICAL MERGE (DIFFERENT REGIONS OR DIFFERENT DMSIONS)
DATABASE 3 -- FINANCIAL DATA EUROPE BASED
COMPANY DATE REVENE ADDRESS
VOLKSWAGEN xx f f f A Street
FIAT x x ggg B Street
PEUGEOT SA x x hhh C Street
RENAULT xx iii D Street
HONDA MOTOR CO LTD x x ddz E Street
SAAB xx j F Street
the data requested, and, in cases of duplications, such as with the ratios described in our
example, one or the other or both or neither of the database values must be chosen.
4.4.2 Capabilities and Deficiencies of the Current CIS/TK
Our walk-through example of queries with the application model helps demonstrate
both capabilities and deficiencies of the current, implemented prototype of CIS/TK. The
system is capable of performing several, non-trivial functions--retrieving data from
disparate sources, performing simple joins on that data. applying synonym tables, and
applying procedural and heuristic manipulations to the data--but currently most of these
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functions are disjointed. The processes are not entirely automated, and some of those
processes which are automated lack necessary intelligence and robustness.
4.4.2.1 Systemization and Knowledge Processing in the Local Query Processor
First, on the level of the local query processor, particularly in communications
handling, a more systematic method and architecture is needed, in order to facilitate
incorporation of new types of database management systems. Because current modules and
processes cannot be easily applied to new LQPs, adding a new LQP poses significant
obstacles. These delays, coupled with problems with new hardware and delays in installing
additional communication lines, have forced the inclusion of pseudo-databases comprised
of portions of the original databases down-loaded into SQL databases. Ultimately, as we
gain experience with LQPs, addition of a new LQP should be a systematic and relatively
simple task.
The current communication server is not sufficiently intelligent, thus access to some
databases is inconsistent, particularly when communicating with databases on foreign
hosts. A more intelligent communication server is currently being developed, which should
greatly reduce failures due to communication tie-ups and improve CIS/TK efficiency, both
for users and for system developers.
In addition to intelligence in the communication server, query handling and
returning functions of the LQP may need to be made more intelligent. One of the design
concepts for the system suggests that, when data is passed from the LQP to the GQP, it
should be as consistent as possible with itself. That is, scaling factors are either explicitly
stated or already applied to data, and data slots which contain multiple information are
parsed into separate pieces of information. Three examples of this type of problem have
been discussed earlier in this paper: 1) with addresses, 2) with currency data (dollars
versus cents), and 3) with financial statements currency and units. In each case, the issue is
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to make the data consistent and clear with respect to itself, and with respect to a chosen
standard, but not with respect to data from another database. If the LQP requires this
expanded functionality, it will need some knowledge-processing capabilities. A more
systematic architecture for the LQP would facilitate the process of adding intelligent
functions.
4.4.2.2 Analysis of the Global Query Processor
Although the GQP is comparatively the most robust section of CIS/TK, it could
nonetheless benefit from an increased number of functions, particularly for merges and
joins. Currently, the GQP cannot perform a vertical merge of two databases, and the join
facility, for horizontal merges, is limited in flexibility. This limitation confines the user in
two respects: first, because only one join-key can be used, and second, because an attribute
common to two entities can only be represented in one of those two entities if it is to be
used as a join-key. Examples from our application model demonstrate this need for
multiple join-keys when time-series data are used--the user almost always wants to join
based on both the date and another common factor, such as company name or currency.
For example, the following query demonstrates the need for duplicate, imbedded
constraints rather than multiple join-keys:
Query: (gqp'(join (finance
(((finance gperioCend) (finance gcunency) (finance grevenue) (finance gnetincome))
(= (finance gperiodend) "31DEC86")))
(curency
(((currency grate) (currency gcurrencyto) (currency gdate))
(and (=(currency gdate) "31DEC86")
(=(currency gcurrencyo) "USD")))))) 1
IThis example is querying the GQP rather than the AQP due to the current limitations of mapping between
the AQP and GQP.
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In this case the join-key is "finance gcurrency", but the databases are actually being joined
on both currency and date. This query also illustrates the conceptual confusion of not
allowing the attribute to be represented in both entities, forcing the repetition of the
constraint "31DEC86", and creating a cumbersome query.
In addition to improving joins, at this stage, it would be appropriate to increase
CIS/TK functionality to include more basic functions typically available in DBMS systems,
such as constraint using "less than," "greater than," and sub-strings.
For the user, database selection is confusing and is one of the greatest impediments
to the search process in the current version of CIS/TK (see the sample sessions in
Appendix A for an illustration of the database selection process). Currently, if more than
one source is available, the system asks the user to select the correct database and table for
every attribute. Through simple heuristics which look for a database or set of databases
common to all attributes, the number of choices for the user can be reduced, and in some
cases eliminated. Also, exceptional circumstances which occur during complex joins and
issues of data integrity might, in part, be handled by the GQP in an effort to clarify the
user's choices.
4.4.2.3 Analysis of the Application Query Processor and Agents
The current version of CISfTK is the first to contain the application layer; as an
initial prototype, the application layer is already quite useful. The AQP allows addition of
entities and attributes not in the underlying data, and the user may rename global schema
attributes to suit the standards of a given application. Also, the user may employ procedural
and rules-based operations. Below are suggestions and criticisms concerning future AQP
design.
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Structural limitations within the AQP and between the GQP and AQP reduce the
effectiveness of the application layer in the current prototype. To be more useful, the
structure of the application schema should not be restricted to being a mirror image of a
subset of the Global Schema; but, allowing for such flexibility will require more than a
simple mapping interface between the GQP and AQP. In our model, because the Global
Schema structure was not mirrored in the application model, certain queries requiring joins
could not be performed through the AQP. However, such queries can be addressed directly
to the GQP.1
Our model did not mirror the Global Schema both for conceptual clarity and
because of the the restricted functionality of concept and operation agents. Currently,
concept agents apply only to different attributes of any given instance, and operation
agents, which can compare multiple instances, cannot be applied across different entities. A
combination of these two scopes is needed. Furthermore, operation agents are designed to
encode procedural manipulations, while concept agents encode rules-based manipulations
of data; developing an agent which can combine rules and procedures or a installing a
robust mechanism for calling agents from within other agents will greatly facilitate
designing new agents, and such additions will increase the functionality of heuristic agents.
These issues of calling agents, triggering sub-queries, and simply routing messages
point to the basic role of the application query processor, which provides a skeletal
foundation in the current prototype. Currently, the AQP can direct simple queries to the
GQP and can trigger concept agents directly from an attribute of the application model, but
any other processing of data or queries must be performed and organized sequentially by
the user (as demonstrated by the examples of operation agents in Appendix A).
1Note that answers from queries addressed to the GQP cannot currently be instantiated into the application
model attribute slots.
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The currency concept agent demonstrates that the AQP must address an agent both
before and after sending queries to the QQP. Currently, the AQP addresses concept agents
before sending the query to the GQP and it addresses operation agents after data which are
returned from the GQP have been instantiated, but neither agent can be invoked
automatically both before and after sending the query to the GQP. For example, the
currency agent needs data on the country of incorporation in order to infer the currency.
Therefore, the AQP must first verify that this attribute is requested in the query before the
query is forwarded to the GQP. After the data returns from the GQP, the currency agent
must again be triggered to infer the currency based on the retrieved data. As the AQP is
developed, it may become the central handler for such routing: between agents, from
schema data-slots to agents, and from queries to the GQP.
4.4.3 General Issues in CIS/TK
The application model implemented for this thesis indicates a need to address
several issues in the future development of CIS/TK architecture and design criteria. Many
of these issues revolve around the idea of conceptual "domains." At present, the
entity/attribute structure allows groupings of similar subjects, but does not represent
additional and more conceptual associations between attributes. Domain knowledge may be
particularly helpful in systematically addressing the issue of dimension. Although
dimensions can be addressed in the current CIS/TK, the methods for identifying and
handling data which are, by definition, associated with some unit of dimension are not yet
systematic. For example, to represent the fact that financial data are dimensioned by
currency in CIS/TK, we have included one currency attribute for an entire financial
statement. Alternatively, we could have included one currency attribute for each financial
statement entry (e.g. gcurrency-netLincome, gcurrencyrevenue, etc.). This would have
allowed us to translate one entry to another currency without losing information, but it
would greatly increase the complexity of the Global and Application Schemas. Neither of
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these methods is adequate because the currency attribute is not systematically bound to
corresponding attributes, therefore, if the user does not request and verify currency
information, he could be misled.
Similarly, domains may help establish a means for addressing dates
(31/12/86,12/9/87, Jan. 10, 1988, etc.), and the related problem of knowledge of the
"source database." That is, in some cases, knowledge about the source database might be
necessary to understand inconsistencies. (As suggested earlier, we do not yet know which
part of CIS/TK should handle such problems.)
Similarly, use of domains will facilitate understanding and recognition of different
data types: time-series, static, text, and real-time. These different types call for a more
explicit approach in CIS/TK: thus, text might be treated differently from numbers at the
LQP level, joins might be more complicated for time-series data as suggested in the
analysis of the GQP, and different agents, which apply to one type or another of data,
might be generalized.
Instantiation is also an issue to be resolved: currently the application model has
been designed to allow instantiation of responses, whereas the Global Schema simply
returns responses without instantiating them. If it becomes desirable to apply agents at the
global level, agents in the application model would not be directly transferable because of
this difference in structure. Investigating the advantages and disadvantages of instantiation
at these two levels may lead to a more systematic and more versatile system in the long-
run.
Finally, as the foundation of CIS/TK becomes more robust, it may be appropriate
to begin planning for schema and query debugging, a user interface, and optimization. In
some cases, optimization is an inherent feature of other necessary system improvements.
For example, if the concept of dimension is systematically addressed in CISTK, querying
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will be somewhat optimized: one query will be made for data and units rather than two as
might be the case now. Similarly, the methods used in the AQP to combine queries and
agents should consider the idea of "additional information" needed before sending a query
to the GQP.
Rather than spending time and effort building a powerful application, the
application designer must now trace subtle syntax errors and confirm that the new
application is completely compatible with the existing global schema. Considering the rate
at which the schemas can grow and the number of designers adding to the system, these
menial tasks can often demand much time--simply trying to discover the spelling of one
attribute name or the name for one join-key can be a major task if system documentation is
less than perfect. To facilitate development of CIS/TK at all levels, these issues should
become part of the development process now rather than later.
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5. Policv Analvsis
An analysis of industrial policy toward composite information systems serves
several purposes: first, to help orient the future directions of CIS/TK development; second,
to improve evaluation of CIS/TK utility; and third, to suggest policy and implementation
guidelines for decision-makers. Up to this point, this thesis has focussed on technical
characteristics of CIS/TK, defining the design objectives behind the research, describing
the CIS/IK system, and analyzing the research prototype with the aid of an implemented
example. Yet technical facets comprise only a part of a decision-maker's appreciation for
any given technology--after all of the technical arguments, one typical response is, "So
what? Why should I or my organization embrace this new technology and how do you
propose we proceed?" Technocrats, information system users, and decision-makers each
have different concerns which affect their perceptions of composite information system
needs; these differences demonstrate that policy toward CIS/TK must consider
organizational, strategic, and technical factors.
In this thesis, the policy analysis is aimed at aiding decision-makers who are
considering including the CIS/TK philosophy or techniques in their industrial policy
toward composite information systems. The variety of technical foundations,
organizational structures, and strategic objectives of firms interested in CIS/rK evokes
primarily descriptive rather than prescriptive policy analysis--to serve as a policy
developing aid for a very broad audience. Through this policy analysis, prospective uses,
benefits, and disadvantages of CIS/TK can be identified, and we may better understand the
technical, organizational, and strategic characteristics of CISITK relative to other solutions
to information system integration. The analysis identifies relevant issues, options, and
actors and provides implementation recommendations for CIS/TK.
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First, we consider the advantages and disadvantages of technical choices which
were presented in Chapter 2. Second, we discuss organizational issues--identifying actors
and their possible concerns and attitudes, and considering the relationships between the
process of implementing CIS/TK and organizational structure. Third, we study the
strategic needs and justifications for CIS/TK. Finally, combining the technical,
organizational, and strategic issues and options we propose some recommendations for the
implementation process.
Throughout this analysis, we work on the assumption that interested readers do
indeed see a need for changing their policy toward information system integration.
Geographic expansion and shifts toward information and service economies are altering the
nature of competition for firms and, consequently, will invoke needs for changes in policy
toward information system integration. Historically, the advantages obtained from
communication and tight organizational cohesion have played against the needs for
flexibility, independence, and freedom from interruption in the work environment, leading
to companies which operate as loosely-coupled organizations. Yet, regional barriers and
loosely-coupled organizations may be at a strategic disadvantage in an environment where
markets are expanding internationally. Coordination and decision-making based on
information are becoming critical to competitive firms. Planning for demands for
compatibility and connection of information sources will require reassessment of policies
for information system integration. 1
Admittedly, not all readers will agree with the above assumption, but rather than
defending at length the need for change in information system policy herein, we refer
readers to the case studies and previous articles which address current issues in information
IOn loosely-coupled organizations, see [WEI 76] or [FRA 87].
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systems.integrationl A firm might be motivated by the technical limits of productivity of
their current system, or by the philosophy that CIS is a strategic imperative, or by the
desire to make an informed decision regarding changes in their CIS policy. Rather than
arguing that a firm should have a CIS policy, this analysis focuses on the role that CIS/TK
might play in that policy.
5.1 Review of Technical Choices and Situations
Because of the variety of methods for utilizing on-line databases and internal
databases in firms, no attempt will be made to identify or even categorize the different
situations which might be found within firms. However, we can identify some
fundamental aspects of a firm's information system which should be considered in CIS
policy development.
In the preliminary stages of policy analysis, several lines of inquiry may be studied:
1) What is the relationship between a firm's organizational structure and its technical
information systems? Can the technical characteristics of current information systems be
identified and understood by the appropriate parties?
2) At what points in the business chain are multiple information sources necessary? Are
databases embedded in the firm's infrastructure? Are they used for business support? Do
they serve as essential inputs to the production process? Or, are databases themselves a
product of the firm?
3) How important and how widely used are multiple information systems at the different
levels of operation? Will future situations require increased reliance?
1See, for example, Madnick and Wang "A Framework of Composite Information Systems for Strategic
Advantage," [MAD 88-1], or Frank, Madnick and Wang "A Conceptual Model for Integrated Autonomous
Processing: An International Bank's Experience with Large Databases," [FRA 87].
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The technical options available to firms to meet their composite information system
needs were presented in Chapter 2. The first option, available to firms which do not
foresee reaching the technical limits of their current systems, is simply to maintain their
current practices--to continue using the technology, methods and policy which they
currently follow. This choice is often defended, in part, with the argument that, if the
decision to change is postponed, an obvious leader and therefore veritable standard might
emerge in the near future. This choice involves relatively little risk and leaves a firm with a
known situation. However, a counter response would point out the low probability for
gain. With such rapidly changing technology, decision-makers cannot count on
development of clear standards, and strategists might fear the prospect of their firn losing
contact with advancing technologies.
Many database users rely on batch-mode integration, down-loading and translating
data onto a central system. This is a relatively straight forward approach, but it reaches the
limits of processing overhead, translation difficulties, and data inaccuracy quite rapidly.
More sophisticated systems may also be developed in-house, with the advantage of direct
knowledge of a firm's needs and organizational structure. The characteristics and success
of such in-house systems could vary greatly, depending on the firm's technical strength
and depending on numerous organizational factors--including commitment and
communication.
Homogeneous DBMS have the advantage of being available on the market and are
therefore relatively well-known. More and more variations and additions to current
products are likely to become available, allowing for at least minimal physical connectivity
to a variety of information sources. The primary disadvantage of these products is in their
limited facilities for logical connectivity; these systems generally cannot reconcile
inconsistencies, perform indirect instance identification, and add value to data.
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CIS[IK is not yet fully developed, but it promises several advantages which may
have strategic significance in the future. For the hypothetical scenario presented in this
thesis, CIS/TK can handle physical connectivity, allow the user to use one single query
language, save time in the search process, and enhance the value of returned data. CIS/TK
allows integration of current, historical, and commercially available databases without
effecting any changes in those databases and without requiring any changes to the host
systems. In particular, by addressing issues of logical connectivity, CIS/TK accounts for a
dynamic and "irrational" world (i.e. CIS/TK admits that it is very unlikely that two
different database designers faced by an identical problem would solve it in the same
manner). Object-oriented programming offers several advantages, allowing for inheritance
of data characteristics and facilitating use of rules in the application and global layers.
A common criticism of on-line databases and informations systems is that they
provide us with more and more data but not more and more usable information. Currently,
and increasingly, products and methods which integrate information systems bear out this
criticism--they allow users greater and easier access to a large variety of databases without
improving the logical and semantic consistency and therefore utility of this data. Although
CISITK is a new technology, it looks toward the future, pointing out and addressing the
difficulties of providing logical connectivity along with physical connectivity.
5.2 Organizational Issues
Different people in an organization will be affected in different ways by a change in
policy toward composite information systems. The organizational structure will influence
responses toward a new policy, and the policy may influence the organization's structure.
Examples are presented below of individuals' views toward CIS needs and toward the
concepts of CISfTK. The examples were collected from interviews with people involved in
various ways with information sources.
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5.2.1 The Actors and their Positions
Numerous individuals may be involved in decision-making for CIS, in system
design and development, and in utilization of the resultant system. As with other MIS
issues, and particularly because this technology addresses relatively unstructured
problems, design and installation of CIS/ITK is likely to involve the actual users. Even in
establishing the policies toward CIS, we can expect to see a breadth of different actors,
both because participative decision-making is characteristic in these policy areas and
because CIS change represents planned organizational change. 1 The concerns of users,
system analysts, and management are analyzed to help understand how CIS/TK may be
received.2
Users comprise a group which is most likely to be directly affected by changes in
CIS. Users may vary from direct-users of on-line databases, such as information
technicians, who do not necessarily use results but compile data for others, to indirect-
users, who need information for a decision, service, product, or other further goal.
Indirect-users may be primarily concerned with data accuracy, consistency, and timely
responses. One comment frequently heard is that users have no problem getting plenty of
data--the difficulty lies in weeding out and compiling pertinent information. By facilitating
physical connectivity and improving logical connectivity, CIS/TK should reduce the time
needed to collect data and should provide users with more consistent information, thus
representing an additional advantage for indirect users. By providing a single, uniform
language and interface for numerous, previously diverse databases, CIS/TK should
facilitate the task of direct-users. Yet, because the demand for database searching "experts"
creates the positions held by direct users, CIS/TK may be viewed negatively--either
1 See Ives & Olson 1984.
2 This grouping follows the categorization presented by Bostrom & Heinen September 1977.
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resented as a step toward devaluing the status of their jobs, or worse, seen as a threat
which may eliminate the need for the information technician's skills.
Even without technical knowledge of CIS, some users see a need for additional
computing power combined with data. CISiTK could reduce the distance between back-
office analysts and front-office traders. Yet, while CISfK would reduce query time to
multiple sources and reduce the number of protocols in use to one, some users do not see
the need for such a system. For example, one professor of financial management at MIT
who often consults financial data from CRISP insisted adamantly that he never uses
additional sources and would not use or desire any means to integrate databases. 1 When
questioned further, he admitted to using economic data which is not available in CRISP,
but he did not consider this as a need for integration--he simply sends a student to obtain
the data from another source and compiles the results manually. For this on-line database
user, reputation of the source seems to be more critical than timeliness, efficiency, or
accuracy of data. In reality, CISTK could be programmed explicitly to always uses CRISP
for financial data and always indicates the source, nevertheless this professor persisted in
his belief that CISfTK would only increase complexity and reduce reliability for him--
demonstrating a clear suspicion of new, unfamiliar technologies.
The group referred to as system analysts includes those persons responsible for
technical support and implementation of CIS technology. How the system analyst
perceives CIS alternatives will depend upon his frame of reference: his familiarity with
different database and information system technologies, his interpretation of the firm's CIS
needs, and his comprehension of CISITK technology. Because the success or failure of
any new technology depends largely on system analysts, CIS policy should consider
address the possible reactions of system analysts.
1 See Computer Retrieval of Information on Scientific Projects.
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In addition, managers may be involved in the decision-making process surrounding
CIS and are likely to be responsible, indirectly, for the perceived success or failure of
CIS/TK. A manager's perception of CIS/TK will be influenced by her understanding of
CIS/TK and by her perception of the company's goals and her role in meeting them. The
goals may be to improve efficiency--in cost, time, or personnel--or the goals may be less
explicitly oriented toward long-term strategy.
In describing a newly installed integrative system at Fidelity, a manager in Portfolio
Management identified two major sets of criteria: fault-tolerance and reliability on the side
of data, and the user-interface on the other. Considering, among other factors, their price-
tags, Fidelity managers chose the introduction of integrative technology over elaboration of
video-based systems. Elaboration of video-based systems would have involved the use
hardware and software to improve the capability to switch from one source to another on a
given terminal and to download data onto workstation applications. They chose to use less
familiar and riskier integrative technologies instead of video-switching because of the long-
term strategic advantages expected from integrative systems.
Managers are often thought of as target-users, which is understandable considering
the effect that a manager's perception of a new technology may have on her subordinates.
In designing CIS/TK, the target-user has been principally the end-user, as demonstrated by
the orientation of CIS/fK toward ease of use and applicability. However, the indirect goals
motivating CIS/TK are driven by strategic, managerial concerns of efficiency and
competitiveness.
Any one of the above actors, with his own frame of reference, his own reactions
toward change, and his own perceived goals, may be involved in the decision-making
process surrounding CIS. Acceptance or rejection of CIS/TK may be based on a
philosophical appreciation of the goals of CIS/TK, or on primarily quantitative evaluation
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of benefits. Reaction toward CIS/TK may depend on how it would serve as an elemental
tool , affecting a large organization.
5.2.2 CIS/K and Organizational Change
The preceding sections have identified the actors influenced by and influencing CIS
policy and some of their concerns. Attempting to predict specific reactions and solutions
would be incorrect considering the breadth of our audience. However, we can point out
some general organizational issues which might play a role in implementing CISIK.
CIS policy, which is likely to be influenced by predictions of human reaction
toward any given technology, is affected by the policy-makers' assumptions about human
nature: whether people are considered as machine-like, enjoying structured, well-defined
goals; or whether people are considered as individuals who want to contribute to
organizational goals and who enjoy becoming increasingly competent in a work
environment. From one point of view, CIS/TK may be considered to be virtually invisible
to users--the user simply learns the new query protocol and then treats CIS/TK as almost
any other information source. Conversely, users who would employ application-specific
capabilities of CISITK might be considered as vital to the design and implementation
process, and introduction of CIS/TK might thus be coupled with job redesigning. If one
accepts the second point of view, implementation should not be seen as a one-time
occurrence but as an iterative process. 1
User participation in design or development of relatively unstructured problems,
such as those of CIS, may be considered as one of the necessary conditions for ultimate
acceptance of the system. Yet, the above descriptions of actors and examples demonstrate
1 See Bostrom & Heinen December 1977.
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the numerous factors affecting users' perceptions of their own needs, which may vary
greatly from strategic long-term goals of a firm.
CIS policy should be prepared for resistance to CISITK and should treat CIS/TK as
a planned organizational as well as technical change. Resistance to a new technology may
spring from human characteristics, technical deficiencies, or organizational interactions and
politics, therefore, even if precautions are taken, resistance is likely to persist. In particular,
by integrating disperse sources, CIS/TK may be a centralizing force in firms, causing
unpredictable organizational restructuring and possibly demotivating certain actors.t On the
other hand, CISfFK could reduce problems of resistance to change by minimizing change
to underlying systems while supporting new applications.
5.3 Strategic Needs and Measurements of Success
Each of the technical choices for CIS enumerated earlier offers particular
advantages and disadvantages, and predicting the success of any one of these measures
would depend on numerous factors: a firm's perception of the role which should be played
by new CIS technology, the current technical environment of the firm, the attitudes of
different participants, and the success of the implementation process. The above discussion
of organizational issues points out the need to address those direct and indirect
organizational goals which should coincide with CIS goals.
A firm might choose CISfTK to achieve three types of goals: short-term,
transitional, and long-term. In the short-term, CIS/TK should facilitate and reduce
complexity of the search process, freeing up time for analysis and better logical
connectivity; and, through heuristics, CISITK should improve reliability and consistency
of data. The immediate benefits of CISITK would enhance efficiency through increasing
1 See Bostrom & Heinen September 1977.
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the amount of useful information derived from data and would change the quality of work
life for certain users by replacing repetitive searches with logical analysis of data.
Firms which do not aim toward short-term gain but see a need for some adjustment
in their CIS structure may view CIS/TK as a transitional tool. CIS/TK may provide an
integrative technological base, directing CIS development toward goals such as
standardization and compatibility.
A long-term, possibly less practical and more philosophical acceptance of CIS/IK
seems to be shared in particular by many actors with technical training. For them, CIS/TK
is seen as a far-reaching technology which naturally follows an appropriate long-term
direction for CIS development. Those who share this belief tend to agree that
standardization and compatibility are not likely to be achieved. (Note that in the rapidly
changing environment of information systems, "long-term" is much shorter than in many
other industries.)
5.4 Implementation Strategies and CIS/TK
CIS/TK can be described as an applied technology which is complex and not well-
defined; it is integrative by nature, state-of-the-art, and possibly of very high potential
value--all characteristics which suggest that the certainty of success of CIS/TK is initially
quite low.1 As with relational databases a few years age, when CIS/IK is introduced in
industry, we may initially see a large number of failures or questionable successes.
Therefore, starting on a small scale and increasing the scale of implementation
incrementally will reduce risks and most likely result in a more effective use and acceptance
of CIS/TK in the long-run. This modest method of implementation is supported by the
underlying design criteria for CIS/TK, for use of CIS/TK does not require any changes in
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1 Naumann & Jenkins 1982.
current systems, and in no way impinges on the autonomy of existing databases or
information sources.
5.5 Summary of Poliev Recommendations
This analysis of industrial policy has attempted to illuminate the issues which
should be considered in conjunction with CIS/TK technical characteristics. The
recommendations below are general and may even appear obvious, but recognizing these
issues at early stages of policy development may improve the success rate of CIS/TK in the
future.
Along with technical change, CIS/TK should be viewed as representing planned
organizational change, keeping in mind the following points. The policy analyst should:
" expect resistance to new technology;
e evaluate concerns of users, system analysts, and managers;
e evaluate organization restructuring due to modified perceptions, changes
in interaction patterns, and shifts in location of responsibility;
- plan for an iterative and incremental implementation process.
Strategically, the perceived success of CIS/TK will depend on the role it is expected
to play within a firm:
e as a direct benefit to productivity and technical performance in the short-term;
- as a stepping stone in a transitional stage of information integration;
" philosophically, as an appropriate long-term direction and solution to CIS
needs.
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6. Conclusions
Technically, CIS/TK offers several advantages over other approaches to database
integration. The three-tiered structure allows for a modularized approach toward physical
connectivity, globalized integration, and application-specific tools. The object-oriented
structure permits inheritance of information on data and data-types and facilitates use of
heuristics for logical connectivity.
The fundamental analysis application model implemented for this thesis has
demonstrated that CISITK can integrate disparate, heterogeneous databases. With the
timely example of internationally disperse on-line databases, the model demonstrates the
ability to obtain financial data on firms included in both a British and a Canadian/American
database, obtain and apply date-specific currency exchange-rates to that financial data, and
calculate financial ratios based on user-specified procedures. In this process, CISf/K
automatically established physical connections and dialog to multiple host systems, and
obtained data while accounting for semantic differences between the databases.
With CIS/TK is still in the prototype stage, this thesis suggests both specific and
general directions for future development. Further understanding of local query processors
must be gained to speed up the development cycle for new LQPs; this should lead toward a
better conceptual framework for LQP construction.
In the global query processor, specific improvements, such as semi-automatic
database selection and consistency checking, will improve the system from a user's point
of view. More generally, inclusion of domain-mapping would provide a more systematic
means for dealing with some problems of logical connectivity. The join facility should be
made more robust and expanded to cover complex joining and merging that can be
envisioned when a greater number and variety of databases are integrated.
Conclusions
Ultimately, the query handling capabilities should be expanded to include generally
used constraints (e.g. greater-than, less-than, containing), so that functionality of
underlying databases is not lost. This change would have to be reflected in LQP changes.
In its first implementation, the application layer demonstrated some useful features:
the abilities to use application-specific naming conventions, to add attributes which can be
derived or deduced, and to apply rules and procedures in elemental form. Further
development of the application layer must address the mapping problems between the
global schema and application schema. AQP handling of agents or other heuristic elements
must be improved--considering the need to address agents both before a query is sent to the
GQP and after data is returned, and considering the need to apply both rules and
procedures to data, both across different entities and across different instances.
Many firms are beginning to face needs for integration of information systems,
either through operational necessity or strategic choice. Strategically, CISffK addresses
both logical and physical connectivity, with a view toward long-term advantages which
few other solutions share. Organizationally, CIS/TK has the advantage of a technology
which can be implemented incrementally, without encroaching upon the autonomy of
currently existing systems and methods. Technically, through relational-database and
networking technologies and an object-oriented structure, CIS/TK has the potential to be
versatile and powerful.
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Appendix A
The seven queries below demonstrate the process of obtaining financial data on
Honda Motor Co, and translating the data to US dollars, following, in part, the
hypothetical scenario set forth in Chapter 2. Queries 1 and 2 combine data from an in-
house SQL database on automobile manufacturers with financial data from Disclosure
(similarly, the query could access Dataline). Queries 3 and 4 trigger an operation agent
which converts character data to floating decimal format. Query 5 obtains currency
exchange rates from the Currency database, based on the dates of the financial statement
data found in Query 2. Using those exchange rates, Queries 6 and 7 translate the financial
data from Yen to US dollars. Finally, the results are presented and summarized, providing
a partial answer to the questions of our hypothetical scenario which exposed the difficulties
faced by an on-line database user in obtaining financial data from a variety of sources,
standardizing the data, and translating currencies appropriately. This sample session is
limited to one company in order to focus on the CIS/TK operations rather than on the
ultimate search results.
These examples demonstrate the use of the AQP, GQP (including a join), LQP, and
operation agents. Although the user's only input is the query and choice of databases, we
have traced select operations of the CISf7K system to allow the reader to follow the system
processes. No user interface was used during the sample, so the user sees the query
process as it runs in CIS/TK.
These example queries illustrate several problems with CIS/TK:
1) Note that Queries 1 and 2 should be one query. Unfortunately, joining on the primary
key of an entity was not working at the time this sample was performed. ( Chapter 4.3.1
presents the single query which would combine these two if the primary-key join was
working.)
2) Note, particularly in Query 2, the number of times the user must select from available
databases--if the user chooses incorrectly the query usually fails.
3) The need for domain mapping, and systematically handling dimensional data is
demonstrated by the necessity for Queries 3 and 4, in which the user must explicitly
convert the data format. Also, the final results after Queries 6 and 7 would normally be
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presented in a currency format (accurate only to two decimal places). Furthermore, some
indication of the scale factor needs to be systematically handled by the system.
4) Each pair of queries, 3 and 4 or 6 and 7, could be performed in a single query with
slight modifications to the operation agents.
5) Because the AQP does not automatically trigger operation agents, the user must
explicitly identify, in the query, the instance numbers on which an agent must act.
6) Queries 2 and 5 cannot be merged together because of mapping problems between the
application and global schemas and because the query would require a double join-key
between the currency and finance entities on currency and date. (Synonym tables, which
were not in use for this sample session, would also have to be activated.)
In the queries below, user input is in presented in bold, comments are in right
margin. 1
A.1 Ouerv 1-Obtaining Names of Automobile Manufacturers
The following query is addressed to the GQP, asking for it to retrieve the company
names and industry of automobile manufacturers. This query accesses the "portfolio"
database.
> (GQP '(((REUTERS-COMPANY GCOMPANYNAME) Query input by user, addressed to
(REUTERS-COMPANY GINDUSTRY)) the GQP.
(- (REUTERS-COMPANY GINDUSTRY) "Automobile Manufacturing")))
1> (SEND-MULTIPLE-ENTITY
(((REUTERS-COMPANY GCOMPANY NAME) (REUTERS-COMPANY GINDUSTRY))
(= (REUTERS-COMPANY GINDUSTRY) "Automobile Manufacturing")))
2> (SEND-MESSAGE GSM :GET-LQP-LOCATION System determines database names and
((REUTERS-COMPANY GCOMPANYNAME))) corresponding column names for
<2 (SEND-MESSAGE required attributes..
((REUTERS-COMPANY GCOMPANYNAME
((DISCLOSURE2E GENINFO CO)
(DATALINE2E DATA COMPANYNAME)
(PORTFOLIODB WORKSHEET COMPANYNAME)))))
2> (SEND-MESSAGE GSM :GET-LQP-LOCATION
((REUTERS-COMPANY GCOMPANYNAME)
(REUTERS-COMPANY GINDUSTRY)))
<2 (SEND-MESSAGE
((REUTERS-COMPANY GCOMPANYNAME
((DISCLOSURE2E GENINFO CO)
(DATALINE2E DATA COMPANYNAME)
1 Entity and attribute names used in queries below were presented in the summaries of the Global Schema and
Application Schemas in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. Code used to implement the application schema is in Appendix B.1, code
for the global schema is in Appendix B.2, and sample operation agents are presented in Appendix B.3.
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(PORTFOLIODB WORKSHEET COMPANYNAME)))
(REUTERS-COMPANY GINDUSTRY
((PORTFOLIODB WORKSHEET PRIMARYIND)))))
For the entity <REUTERS-COMPANY> , attribute Ifmorethanonedatabaseisavailable
<GCOMPANY NAME> for an attribute, CISJIK asks user to
These tables were found: choose, this problem will be addressed
1. (DISCLOSURE2E GENINFO CO) in the next version of CISIK
2. (DATALINE2E DATA COMPANYNAME)
3. (PORTFOLIODB WORKSHEET COMPANYNAME)
Select one: 3 User selects the portfolio database.
2> (SEND-MESSAGE PORTFOLIODB :GET-DATA
(WORKSHEET (COMPANY NAME PRIMARY IND)
(= PRIMARYIND "Automobile Manufacturing")))
Connecting to portfdb on machine mit2e. .. Done. Systemantomatical
Reading DBMS output file .. .Done.
<2 (SEND-MESSAGE
(("COMPANYNAME" "PRIMARYIND ")
("Honda Motor Co" "Automobile Manufacturing")
("PEUGEOT SA" "Automobile Manufacturing")
("RENAULT" "Automobile Manufacturing")
("Ford Motor Co" "Automobile Manufacturing")
("General Motors Corp" "Automobile Manufacturing")
("American Motors Co" '"Automobile Manufacturing")))
<1 (SEND-MULTIPLE-ENTITY
(((REUTERS-COMPANY GCOMPANYNAME) (REUTERS-COMPANY GINDUSTRY))
("Honda Motor Co" "Automobile Manufacturing")
("PEUGEOT SA" "Automobile Manufacturing") Answerisre
("RENAULT" "Automobile Manufacturing")
("Ford Motor Co" "Automobile Manufacturing")
("General Motors Corp" "Automobile Manufacturing")
("American Motors Co" "Automobile Manufacturing")))
accesses database
and obtains data.
turned in list format.
Final Answer to Query 1:
(((REUTERS-COMPANY GCOMPANYNAME) (REUTERS-COMPANY GINDUSTRY))
("Honda Motor Co" "Automobile Manufacturing")
("PEUGEOT SA" "Automobile Manufacturing")
("RENAULT" "Automobile Manufacturing")
("Ford Motor Co" "Automobile Manufacturing")
("General Motors Corp" "Automobile Manufacturing")
("American Motors Co" "Automobile Manufacturing"))
A.2 Ouerv 2--Obtaining Financial Data for Honda
This query is addressed to the AQP, demanding both descriptive and financial data
on Honda. First it asks for the company name and company code given two choices for the
company name, then it asks for the year, net income, and revenue from the financial data.
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(AX/COMPANY_DESC
( ((AM/COMPANY_DISC ACOMPANYCODE)
(AM/COMPANY_DESC ACOMPANY NAME) )
(OR (= (AM/COMPANY_DESC ACOMPANY_NAME)
"HONDA MOTOR CO LTD")
(= (AM/COMPANY_DESC ACOMPANYNAME)
"Honda Motor Co"))))
User input query to the AQP.
(AM/FINANCIALINFO
(((AM/FINANCIALINFO AYEAR)
(AM/FINANCIAL_INFO ANET INCOME)
(AM/FINANCIAL_INFO AREVINUE))))))
1> (SEND-MESSAGE AMM :GET-GS-LOCATION Application Model Manager determines
((AM/COMPANYDESC ACOMPANYCODE) mappingbetween the attributes
(AM/COMPANYDESC ACOMPANYNAME))) demanded and the Global Schema via
<1 (SEND-MESSAGE knowledge stored in the Application
((AM/COMPANY DESC ACOMPANY NAME Model.
(REUTERS-COMPANY GCOMPANYNAME))
(AM/COMPANY DESC ACOMPANY CODE
(REUTERS-COMPANY GCOMPANYCODE))))
1> (SEND-MESSAGE AMM :GET-CA-TO-APPLY System checks to see if concept agents
((AM/COMPANYDESC ACOMPANYCODE) must be applied, in this case there are
(AM/COMPANYDESC ACOMPANYNAME))) none.
<1 (SEND-MESSAGE NIL)
1> (SEND-MESSAGE AMM :GET-GS-LOCATION
((AM/FINANCIALINFO AYEAR) (AM/FINANCIALINFO ANETINCOME)
(AM/FINANCIALINFO AREVENUE)))
<1 (SEND-MESSAGE
((AM/FINANCIALINFO AREVENUE (FINANCE GREVENUE))
(AM/FINANCIALINFO ANETINCOME (FINANCE GNETINCOME))
(AM/FINANCIALINFO AYEAR (FINANCE GYEAR))))
1> (SEND-MESSAGE AMM :GET-CA-TO-APPLY
((AM/FINANCIALINFO AYEAR) (AM/FINANCIALINFO ANETINCOME)
(AM/FINANCIALINFO AREVENUE)))
<1 (SEND-MESSAGE NIL)
1> (SEND-MULTIPLE-ENTITY AQP sends query to the GQP,
(JOIN (REUTERS-COMPANY using Global Schema attribute
(((REUTERS-COMPANY GCOMPANYCODE) names.
(REUTERS-COMPANY GCOMPANYNAME))
(OR (= (REUTERS-COMPANY GCOMPANYNAME)
"HONDA MOTOR CO LTD")
(- (REUTERS-COMPANY GCOMPANYNAME)
"Honda Motor Co"))))
(FINANCE (((FINANCE GYEAR)
(FINANCE GNETINCOME)
(FINANCE GREVENUE))))))
2> (SEND-MESSAGE GSM :GET-FOREIGN-JOINKEY GQPdeterminesjoin-key.
(REUTERS-COMPANY FINANCE))
<2 (SEND-MESSAGE ((REUTERS-COMPANY GCOMPANYCODE)))
2> (SEND-MESSAGE GSM :GET-LQP-LOCATION Global Schema Manager determine
((REUTERS-COMPANY GCOMPANYNAME))) databases and column names for each
<2 (SEND-MESSAGE attribute.
((REUTERS-COMPANY GCOMPANYNAME
((DISCLOSURE2E GENINFO CO)
(DATALINE2E DATA COMPANYNAME)
(PORTFOLIODB WORKSHEET COMPANYNAME)))))
2> (SEND-MESSAGE GSM :GET-LQP-LOCATION
((REUTERS-COMPANY GCOMPANYCODE)
(REUTERS-COMPANY GCOMPANYNAME)))
<2 (SEND-MESSAGE
((REUTERS-COMPANY GCOMPANYCODE
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Query 2:
> (AQP '(JOIN
((DISCLOSURE2E GENINFO COMPNO)
(DISCLOSURE2E GENNUM COMPNO)
(DISCLOSURE2E DESCRIBE COMPNO)
(DISCLOSURE2E DIRECTOR COMPNO)
(DISCLOSURE2E SUBS- COMPNO) (DATALINE2E DATA CODE)
(REUTERS-COMPANY GCOMPANY NAME
((DISCLOSURE2E GENINFO CO)
(DATALINE2E DATA COMPANYNAME)
(PORTFOLIODB WORKSHEET
For the entity <REUTERS-COMPANY> , attribute Usermustch
<GCOMPANY CODE> These tables were found: table, note
1. (DISCLOSURE2E GENINFO COMPNO)
2. (DISCLOSURE2E GENNUM COMPNO)
3. (DISCLOSURE2E DESCRIBE COMPNO)
4. (DISCLOSURE2E DIRECTOR COMPNO)
5. (DISCLOSURE2E SUBS COMPNO)
6. (DATALINE2E DATA CODE)
Select one: 1 User selects
For the entity <REUTERS-COMPANY> , attribute
<GCOMPANY NAME> These tables were found:
1. (DISCLOSURE2E GENINFO CO)
2. (DATALINE2E DATA COMPANYNAME)
3. (PORTFOLIODB WORKSHEET COMPANYNAME)
Select one: 2.
2> (SEND-MESSAGE GSM :GET-LQP-LOCATION
((REUTERS-COMPANY GCOMPANYCODE)))
<2 (SEND-MESSAGE
((REUTERS-COMPANY GCOMPANYCODE
((DISCLOSURE2E GENINFO COMPNO)
(DISCLOSURE2E GENNUM COMPNO)
(DISCLOSURE2E DESCRIBE COMPNO)
(DISCLOSURE2E DIRECTOR COMPNO)
(DISCLOSURE2E SUBS COMPNO)
(DATALINE2E DATA CODE)))))
2> (SEND-MESSAGE DISCLOSURE2E :GET-DATA Messageissenttu
(GENINFO (COMPNO CO) LQP us
(OR (= CO "HONDA MOTOR CO LTD")
(= CO "Honda Motor Co"))))
Connecting to discl_2 on machine mit2e...Done. LQPconnec
Reading DBMS output file.. .Done.
<2 (SEND-MESSAGE (("COMPNO1 "CO"I) ("13842"1 DHONDA MOTOR CO LTD")))
2> (SEND-MESSAGE GSM :GET-TRANSLATION-KEY
(REUTERS-COMPANY FINANCE))
<2 (SEND-MESSAGE NIL)
2> (SEND-MESSAGE GSM :GET-FOREIGN-JOINKEY Same cycle ofd
(FINANCE REUTERS-COMPANY)) andchoosing dt
<2 (SEND-MESSAGE ((REUTERS-COMPANY GCOMPANYCODE)) for seconc
2> (SEND-MESSAGE GSM :GET-LP-LOCATION
((FINANCE GCURRENCY)))
<2 (SEND-MESSAGE
((FINANCE GCURRENCY
((DATALINE2E DATA CURRENCY)
(DISCLOSURE2E GENINFO CURR)
(CURRENCY2E CURRENCY FORCODE)))))
2> (SEND-MESSAGE GSM :GET-LQP-LOCATION
((FINANCE GYEAR) (FINANCE GNETINCOME)
(FINANCE GREVENUE)))
<2 (SEND-MESSAGE
((FINANCE GYEAR
((DISCLOSURE2E GENNUM CF)
(DATALINE2E DATA YR)))
(FINANCE GNET INCOME
((DISCLOSURE2E GENNUM NI)
(DATALINE2E DATA EFO)))
ose database and
that this may be
onfusing for user.
sclosure Geninfo.
the disclosure2e
ng abstract query
language.
ts to database and
retrieves data.
etermining LQPs
base is performed
d entity (finance).
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(FINANCE GREVENUE
((DISCLOSURE2E GENNUM NS)
(DATALINE2E DATA SALES)))))
For the entity <FINANCE> , attribute <GYEAR> Again, user is asked to select the
These tables were found: database for each attribute.
1. (DISCLOSURE2E GENNUM CF)
2. (DATALINE2E DATA YR)
Select one: 1
For the entity <FINANCE> , attribute <GNETINCOME>
These tables were found:
1. (DISCLOSURE2E GENNUM NI)
2. (DATALINE2E DATA EFO)
Select one: 1
For the entity <FINANCE> , attribute <GREVENUE>
These tables were found:
1. (DISCLOSURE2E GENNUM NS)
2. (DATALINE2E DATA SALES)
Select one: 1
2> (SEND-MESSAGE GSM :GET-LQP-LOCATION
((REUTERS-COMPANY GCOMPANYCODE)))
<2 (SEND-MESSAGE
((REUTERS-COMPANY GCOMPANYCODE
((DISCLOSURE2E GENINFO COMPNO)
(DISCLOSURE2E GENNUM COMPNO)
(DISCLOSURE2E DESCRIBE COMPNO)
(DISCLOSURE2E DIRECTOR COMPNO)
(DISCLOSURE2E SUBS COMPNO) (DATALINE2E DATA CODE)))))
2> (SEND-MESSAGE DISCLOSURE2E :GET-DATA Query is sent to the LQP, using
(GENNUM (COMPNO CF NI NS) (- COMPNO "3842"))) constraintobtainedfomfirsthalf
Connecting to discl_2 on machine mit2e... Done. ofjoin.
Reading DBMS output file...Done.
<2 (SEND-MESSAGE
( ("COMPNO" "CF" "NI" "NS")
("3842" "19850228" "128508.0" "2652193.0")
("3842" "19860228" "146502.0" "2909574")
("3842" "19860928") ("3842" "19870228")))
2> (SEND-MESSAGE GSM :GET-TRANSLATION-KEY
(FINANCE REUTERS-COMPANY))
<2 (SEND-MESSAGE NIL)
<1 (SEND-MULTIPLE-ENTITY GQP returns daa to the AQP. The
(((REUTERS-COMPANY GCOMPANY NAME) AQP instantiates the data.
(REUTERS-COMPANY GCOMPANY CODE) (FINANCE GYEAR)
(FINANCE GNETINCOME) (FINANCE GREVENUE))
("HONDA MOTOR CO LTD" "3842" "19850228" "128508.0"
"2652193.0")
("HONDA MOTOR CO LTD" "3842" "19860228" "146502.0"
"2909574.0")
("HONDA MOTOR CO LTD" "3842" "19860928")
("HONDA MOTOR CO LTD" "3842"D 19870228")))
Answer to Query 2:
(((AM/COMPANYDESC ACOMPANYNAME) (AM/COMPANYDESC ACOMPANYCODE)
(AM/FINANCIALINFO AYEAR) (AM/FINANCIALINFO ANETINCOME)
(AM/FINANCIALINFO AREVENUE))
("HONDA MOTOR CO LTD" "13842"1 "19850228"1 "128508.0"1 "2652193.0"1)
("HONDA MOTOR CO LTD" "13842"1 "19860228"1 "146502.0"9 "2909574.0"1)
("HONDA MOTOR CO LTD" "13842"1 "19860928"1)
("HONDA MOTOR CO LTD" "3842" "19870228")))
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A.3 Oueries 3 & 4--Converting to Floating Decimal Format
Queries 3 and 4 tell the AQP to perform an operation, using the operation agent
"string->float". Query 3 converts the revenue values from character string to floating
decimal, and query 4 converts net incomes. These steps are necessary before the values can
be translated into other currencies, unfortunately, the object-oriented nature of CIS/ITK
does not facilitate manipulation of numerical data. Note also that the user must specify the
instance identifiers for the data in question (am/financial_info4 am/financial-info7), this
would not be necessary if operation agents could be mapped directly to attributes in the
Application Model. ("oval" is simply a dummy variable name used in the operation agent.)
Query 3:
> (SEND-MESSAGE 'OA/STRING->FLOAT :OPERATE
'(AM/FINANCIAL _INFO4 AM/FINANCIALINFO7)
'((OVALS (AM/F INANCIALINFO AREVENUE)))
'(AM/FINANCIALINFO AREVENUE))
1> (SEND-MESSAGE OA/STRING->FLOAT :OPERATE
(AM/FINANCIALINF04 AM/FINANCIALINFO7)
((OVALS (AM/FINANCIAL INFO AREVENUE)))
(AM/FINANCIAL INFO AREVENUE))
2> (SEND-MESSAGE AQP :INSTANCE-DATA AM/FINANCIALINFO4
AM/FINANCIALINFO AREVENUE)
<2 (SEND-MESSAGE ("2652193.0"))
2> (SEND-MESSAGE AQP :INSTANCE-DATA AM/FINANCIALINF07
AM/FINANCIALINFO AREVENUE)
<2 (SEND-MESSAGE ("2909574.0")).
Trying RULE : RULE1
(IF T THEN (ASSERT GOAL STR->FLT)) ...Successful
Query to operation agent, string-
>float.
Instantiated data is recovered
from instance 4 and 7.
Procedure is applied.
******* pass finished *****
Trying RULE : RULE1
(IF T THEN (ASSERT GOAL STR->FLT)) ... Failed
<1 (SEND-MESSAGE
((AM/FINANCIALINFO4 2652193.0)
(AM/FINANCIALINF07 2909574.0)))
Pass 2 fails rules that have already
beenperformed.
Data in floating-decimal format is
reinstantiated.
Answer to Query 3:
((AM/FINANCIALINF04 2652193.0) (AM/FINANCIALINFO7 2909574.0))
Query 4:
>(SEND-MESSAGE 'OA/STRING->FLOAT :OPERATE Exactlythesameprocedure as for
'(AM/FINANCIAL INFO4 AM/FINANCIALINFO7) query3.exceptthisoperatesonnet
'((OVALS (AM/FINANCIALINFO ANE T_INCOME))) ioomeinsteadofrevenue.
'(AM/FINANCIAL INFO ANET_INCOME))
1> (SEND-MESSAGE OA/STRING->FLOAT :OPERATE
(AM/FINANCIALINF04 AM/FINANCIALINF07)
((OVALS (AM/FINANCIAL INFO ANET INCOME)))
(AM/FINANCIAL INFO ANET INCOME))
2> (SEND-MESSAGE AQP :INSTANCE-DATA AM/FINANCIALINFO4
AM/FINANCIALINFO ANETINCOME)
<2 (SEND-MESSAGE ("128508.0"))
2> (SEND-MESSAGE AQP :INSTANCE-DATA AM/FINANCIAL INF07
AM/FINANCIALINFO ANETINCOME)
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AM/FINANCIALINFO ANET INCOME)
<2 (SEND-MESSAGE ("146502.0"))
Trying RULE : RULE1
(IF T THEN (ASSERT GOAL STR->FLT)) ... Successful
******* pass finished *****
Trying RULE : RULE1
(IF T THEN (ASSERT GOAL STR->FLT)) ... Failed
<1 (SEND-MESSAGE
((AM/FINANCIALINFO4 128508.0) (AM/FINANCIALINF07 146502.0)))
Answer to Query 4:
((AM/FINANCIALINFO4 128508.0) (AM/FINANCIALINFO7 146502.0))
A.4 Ouerv 5--Obtaining Exchange Rates
Query 5 asks the AQP to retrieve information on exchange rates. The attributes
demanded are original currency, final currency, exchange rate, and date of rate quotation
with the specification that the original currency should be Japanese Yen, the final currency
should be US Dollars, and the desired dates are Dec. 31, 1986 and Dec. 31, 1985. This
query could not be combined with queries 1 and 2 because of restrictions in the mapping
between the AQP and GQP entities and attributes. If query 5 were combined with query 2,
the user would not have to specify the original currency and dates, these would be
established by the GQP in performing the join.
> (AQP '(((AM/FINANCIALINFO ACURRENCYFROM) User addresses query to the AQP.
(AM/FINANCIALINFO ACURRENCYTO)
(AM/FINANCIALINFO ADATE)
(AM/FINANCIAL INFO AEXCHANGE_RATE))
(AND (- (AM/FINANCIAL INFO ACURRENCYFROM) "JPY")
(AND (OR (= (AM/FINANCIALINFO ADATE) "022886")
(= (AM/FINANCIALINFO ADATE) "022885"))
(= (AM/FINANCIALINFO ACURRENCY TO) "USD ")))))
1> (SEND-MESSAGE AMM :"GET-GS-LOCATION AQP establish
((AM/FINANCIALINFO ACURRENCYFROM)
(AM/FINANCIALINFO ACURRENCYTO) (AM/FINANCIALINFO ADATE)
(AM/FINANCIALINFO AEXCHANGERATE)))
<1 (SEND-MESSAGE
((AM/FINANCIALINFO AEXCHANGERATE (CURRENCY GRATE))
(AM/FINANCIALINFO ADATE (FINANCE GDATE))
(AM/FINANCIAL INFO ACURRENCYTO (CURRENCY GCURRENCYTO))
(AM/FINANCIALINFO ACURRENCYFROM (CURRENCY GCURRENCYFROM)
(FINANCE GCURRENCY))))
1> (SEND-MESSAGE AMM :GET-CA-TO-APPLY AQP verifi
((AM/FINANCIALINFO ACURRENCYFROM)
(AM/FINANCIALINFO ACURRENCYTO)
(AM/FINANCIALINFO ADATE)
(AM/FINANCIALINFO AEXCHANGERATE)))
<1 (SEND-MESSAGE NIL)
es mapping to the
Global Schema.
es that no concept
agents apply.
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1> (SEND-MULTIPLE-ENTITY
(((CURRENCY GCURRENCYFROM) (CURRENCY GCURRENCYTO)
(FINANCE GDATE) (CURRENCY GRATE))
(AND (- (CURRENCY GCURRENCYFROM) "JPY")
(AND (OR (= (FINANCE GDATE) "022886")
(= (FINANCE GDATE) "022885"))
( (CURRENCY GCURRENCYTO) "USD")))))
Query is routed to the GQP.
2> (SEND-MESSAGE GSM :GET-LQP-LOCATION ((CURRENCY GCURRENCYTO)))
<2 (SEND-MESSAGE
((CURRENCY GCURRENCYTO ((CURRENCY2E CURRENCY ISOCODE)))))
2> (SEND-MESSAGE GSM :GET-LQP-LOCATION
((CURRENCY GCURRENCYFROM) (CURRENCY GCURRENCYTO)
(FINANCE GDATE) (CURRENCY GRATE)))
<2 (SEND-MESSAGE
((CURRENCY GCURRENCYFROM ((CURRENCY2E CURRENCY FORCODE))) Notethat
(CURRENCY GCURRENCYTO ((CURRENCY2E CURRENCY ISOCODE))) selectdat]
(FINANCE GDATE ((CURRENCY2E CURRENCY DATED)) one
(CURRENCY GRATE ((CURRENCY2E CURRENCY RATE)))))
2> (SEND-MESSAGE CURRENCY2E :GET-DATA
(CURRENCY (FORCODE ISOCODE DATED RATE)
(AND (= FORCODE "JPY")
(AND (OR (= DATED "022886") (= DATED "022885"))
(= ISOCODE "USD")))))
Connecting to currency on machine mit2e.. .Done. LQPdirectsque
Reading DBMS output file.. .Done.
<2 (SEND-MESSAGE
(("FORCODE" "ISOCODE" "DATED" "RATE")
("JPY" "USD" "022886" ".55")
("JPY" "USD" "022885" ".39")))
<1 (SEND-MULTIPLE-ENTITY Dataretur
(((CURRENCY GCURRENCYFROM) (CURRENCY GCURRENCYTO) to the A
(FINANCE GDATE) (CURRENCY GRATE))
("JPY" "USD" "022886" ".55")
("JPY" "USD" "022885" ".39")))
ser is not asked to
ase because only
ource is available.
ryto database and
returns data.
Iedfronthe GQPQP is instantiated.
Answer to Query 5:
(((AM/FINANCIALINFO ACURRENCYFROM) (AM/FINANCIALINFO ACURRENCYTO)
(AM/FINANCIALINFO ADATE) (AM/FINANCIALINFO AEXCHANGERATE))
("JPY" "USD" "022886" ".55") ("JPY" "USD" "022885" ".39"))
A.5 Queries 6 & 7--Converting from Yen to US Dollars
Before issuing Queries 6 and 7, the exchange rates from Query 5 must be
instantiatied into the correct instances of financial data, this would not be necessary if
Queries 2 and 5 could be joined together:
>(put-object 'am/financial-info4 'aexchangerate '.39)
0.39
>(put-object 'am/financial info7 'aexchange_rate '.55)
0 .55
Queries 6 converts revenue values from Japanese Yen to US Dollars using the
exchange rates obtained in Query 5 and revenue values obtained in Query 2. Likewise,
Query 7 translates net income values. This operation agent (oa/convertl) could easily be
modified to translate both revenue and net income, or even any specified number of
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financial entries. Note that the user has had to specify the instances upon which the agent
will act (am/financial_info4 am/financiaLinfo7)-these are the instance identifiers which
were automatically tied to the data returned from Query 2 when they were instantiated. If
agents were mapped automatically to the Application Model, and if they were triggered
automatically after the data returns from the GQP, the user would not have to issue this
query.
Query 6:
>(SEND-MESSAGE 'OA/CONVERT1 :OPERATE Quey sent to os/convert, to
'(AM/FINANCIAL INFO4 AM/FINANCIAL INFO7) convertrevenues.(oxandoyare
'((OX (AM/FINANCIALINFO AREVENUE)) simply temporary ataslots in the
(OY (AM/FINANCIAL_INFO AEXCEANGERATE))) agent.
'(AN/FINANCIALINFO AREVENUE))
1> (SEND-MESSAGE OA/CONVERT1 :OPERATE
(AM/FINANCIAL INFO4 AM/FINANCIAL INFO7)
((OX (AM/FINANCIAL INFO AREVENUE))
(OY (AM/FINANCIALINFO AEXCHANGERATE)))
(AM/FINANCIALINFO AREVENUE))
2> (SEND-MESSAGE AQP :INSTANCE-DATA AM/FINANCIALINFO4 Theinstantiatedrevenuedata
AM/FINANCIALINFO AREVENUE) reretieved.
<2 (SEND-MESSAGE (2652193.0))
2> (SEND-MESSAGE AQP :INSTANCE-DATA AM/FINANCIALINFO7
AM/FINANCIALINFO AREVENUE)
<2 (SEND-MESSAGE (2909574.0))
2> (SEND-MESSAGE AQP :INSTANCE-DATA AM/FINANCIALINFO4 lntentiatedexchangerates are
retrieved.
AM/FINANCIAL INFO AEXCHANGE RATE)
<2 (SEND-MESSAGE (0.39))
2> (SEND-MESSAGE AQP :INSTANCE-DATA AM/FINANCIALINFO7
AM/FINANCIALINFO AEXCHANGERATE)
<2 (SEND-MESSAGE (0.55))
Trying RULE : RULE1
(IF T THEN (ASSERT GOAL OCONVERT1)) .. .Successful
Conversion operation is performed
******* pass finished *****
Trying RULE : RULE1
(IF T THEN (ASSERT GOAL OCONVERT1)) .. .Failed
<1 (SEND-MESSAGE
((AM/FINANCIAL INFO4 10343.55)
(AM/FINANCIALINFO7 16002.66)))
Rules passed in 1st pass fail
intentionally in pass 2.
New data values are instantiated.
Answer to Query 6:
((AM/FINANCIALINF04 10343.55) (AM/FINANCIALINF07 16002.66))
Query 7:
>(SEND-MESSAGE 'OA/CONVERT1 :OPERATE
'(AN/FINANCIALINF04 AN/FINANCIALINF07)
'((OX (AM/FINANCIALINFO ANETINCOME))
(OY (AN/FINANCIALINFO AEXCNANGE_RATE)))
'(AM/FINANCIAL_INFO ANET_INCOME))
1> (SEND-MESSAGE OA/CONVERT1 :OPERATE
(AM/FINANCIAL INFO4 AM/FINANCIAL INF07)
((OX (AM/FINANCIALINFO ANETINCOME))
Query 7 is issued exactly like
Query 6, but now operating on net
incomes instead of revenues.
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(OY (AM/FINANCIALINFO AEXCHANGERATE)))
(AM/FINANCIALINFO ANETINCOME))
2> (SEND-MESSAGE AQP :INSTANCE-DATA AM/FINANCIALINFO4
AM/FINANCIALINFO ANETINCOME)
<2 (SEND-MESSAGE (128508.0))
2> (SEND-MESSAGE AQP :INSTANCE-DATA AM/FINANCIALINF07
AM/FINANCIAL INFO ANET INCOME)
<2 (SEND-MESSAGE (146502.0))
2> (SEND-MESSAGE AQP :INSTANCE-DATA AM/FINANCIALINFO4
AM/FINANCIALINFO AEXCHANGERATE)
<2 (SEND-MESSAGE (0.39))
2> (SEND-MESSAGE AQP :INSTANCE-DATA AM/FINANCIALINF07
AM/FINANCIALINFO AEXCHANGERATE)
<2 (SEND-MESSAGE (0.55))
Trying RULE : RULE1
(IF T THEN (ASSERT GOAL OCONVERT1)) ... Successful
******* pass finished *****
Trying RULE : RULE1
(IF T THEN (ASSERT GOAL OCONVERT1)) ...Failed
<1 (SEND-MESSAGE
((AM/FINANCIAL INFO4 501.1812)
(AM/FINANCIALINF07 805.761)))
Converted net income values are
reinstantiated.
Answer to Query 7:
((AM/FINANCIALINFO4 501.1812) (AM/FINANCIALINF07 805.761))
A.6 Query Results
We have printed out the final results using the entity/attribute structure. With a user
interface these results could be presented following user preferences.
>(print-object 'am/financialinfo4)
AM/FINANCIAL INFO4:
INSTANCE-OF:
(MULTIPLE-VALUE-F T)
(VALUE AM/FINANCIALINFO)
RELATIONS:
(VALUE AM/COMPANYDESCO)
AYEAR:
(VALUE 19850228)
ANETINCOME:
(VALUE 501.1812)
AREVENUE:
(VALUE 10343.55)
AEXCHANGERATE:
(VALUE 0.39)
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Relations indicates instance
identifier for related data
(am/company-descO is presented
below).
>(print-object 'am/companydescO)
AM/COMPANYDESCO:
INSTANCE-OF:
(MULTIPLE-VALUE-F T)
(VALUE AM/COMPANYDESC)
ACOMPANYNAME:
(VALUE HONDA MOTOR CO LTD)
ACOMPANY CODE:
(VALUE 3842)
RELATIONS:
(VALUE AM/FINANCIALINFO4)
>(print-object 'am/financialinfo7)
AM/FINANCIALINF07:
INSTANCE-OF:
(MULTIPLE-VALUE-F T)
(VALUE AM/FINANCIALINFO)
RELATIONS:
(VALUE AM/COMPANYDESC5)
AYEAR:
(VALUE 19860228)
ANETINCOME:
(VALUE 805.761)
AREVENUE:
(VALUE 16002.66)
AEXCHANGE RATE:
(VALUE 0.55)
>(print-object 'am/company_desc5)
AM/COMPANY DESC5:
INSTANCE-OF:
(MULTIPLE-VALUE-F T)
(VALUE AM/COMPANYDESC)
ACOMPANY NAME:
(VALUE HONDA MOTOR CO LTD)
ACOMPANY CODE:
(VALUE 3842)
RELATIONS:
(VALUE AM/FINANCIALINF07)
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The results listed above (and included in Table A-1, below) are a partial set of the
conclusions to the questions presented in our hypothetical scenario in Chapter 2. The
question was, "What is the relative financial strength of major Automobile
Manufacuterers?" Because we wished to provide a detailed demonstration of the
procedures of CIS/TK in this sample session, we have limited the above search to only one
firm (Honda); however, with the installation of LQPs for Dataline and IPSharp, CIS/TK
will be able to obtain information on, amongst others, the auto-manufacturers below, and
apply the rules and procedures which were demonstrated above to result in the values
presented in Table A-1(b).
Table A-1 Summary of Data from Automanufacturer's Scenario
(a) Data before entering application model:
COMPANY
HONDA
NISSAN
VOLKSWAGEN
FIAT
FORD
AMC
DATE
28-02-85
28-02-86
28-02-87
UNITS REVENJE NET INCOME
2652193
2909574
2868305
128508
146502
83689
EX. RATE TO $US
0.0039
0.0055
0.0068
31-03-85 V m 4626333 81768 0.0040
1-03-8 V m 4627502 35674 0.06
31-12-85 DM m 52502 245 0.4087
31-12-86 DMm 52794 665 0.5199
31 -12-85 ITL mn 27101999 1225000 0.0006
1-1 2-8 ITL m 29337999 1957000 7
19851231 $US th 52774400 2515400 1
19861231 $USth 62715800 3285100 1
19851231 $US th 4039901 T25263
19861231 $USth 3462504 -91319 1
19851231
19861231
$US th
$US th
96371700
102813700
3999000
2944700
COMPANY
HONDA
NISSAN
VOLKSWAGEN
FIAT
AMC
DATE
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
(b) After AQP currency conversion:
UNITS REVENUE NET INCOME
1985
1986
1987
$US m
$US m
$US m
10,343.55
16,002.66
19,504.47
501.18
805.76
569.08
Mar. 03 1985$USm 18,505.33 527.07
Mar. 03 1986$US m 25,914.01 199.77
Dec. 31 1985 $US m 21,457.6 13
Dec. 31 1986 $US m 27,447.60 345.73
Dec. 31 1985 $US m T6,2B1.26 73.0 ~
Dec. 31 1986 $US m 20,536.60 1,369.90
Dec.31 1985 $US~m 52,774.4 2;5T3.45
Dec. 31 1986 $US m 62,715.80 3,285.10
Dec. 31 1985 $US m 4,039.90 -125.26
Dec. 31 1986 $US m 3,462.50 -91.32
Dec. 31 1985 $US m
Dec. 31 1986 $US m
91,371.90 2,99.70
101,781.90 2,944.70
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The sections below document the code needed to construct the Application Model
and Global Schema for the examples given in this thesis. Section B.3 defines the convert1
and string->float operation agents. Section B.4 lists the attribute or column names for data
which was used from Disclosure, Dataline, and Currency databases.
Construction of the Application Model and Global Schema make heavy use of the
Korel function "put-object," allowing us to build entities and attributes and map them to
underlying data. Note that entities in the application model are subordinates of the "entity"
object, whereas in the global schema they are instances--facilitating instantiation of data in
the application layer, but not in the GQP. Note also that relations between entities in the
global schema are created, named, and defined (at the end of B.2); in this case, relations
are defined as one-to-one. In the future, time-series data may make use of n-to-rn
relations. 1
The operation agents in B.3 may look complex to the unfamiliar reader, and future
development of agents should facilitate and simplify construction of agents. Currently, the
agents permit an interface between procedures written in LISP and data instantiated in the
CIS/I'K Application Model.
The summary of data used in this thesis (see B.4) may be useful to those who wish
to expand or improve the current application. Although these examples used down-loaded
data from Disclosure, Dataline, and Currency, the mapping in the Global Schema was
carefully constructed such that very few modifications will be necessary to replace the
pseudo-databases and informix LQPs with real sources using new LQPs.
B.1 Commands to Create the Aplication Schema
COMPOSITE INFORMATION SYSTEM TOOL KIT
PROJECT
MIT SLOAN SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
; Project Implementation: CIS/TK Version 2.
; Module: reuters partial AM and Sloan Plac AM
; Filename: /usr/cistk/global/finschemas/reut_am2.lsp
; Description: Must be loaded after CIS/TK version 2.0
1See S. Levine's Thesis for definition of Korel.
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; Authors: Bryan C. McCay & M. Paget
; Date: February 2, 1989
;; REUTERS AM
Financialinfo entity
(make-object 'am/financial -info)
(put-object 'am/financialinfo 'superiors 'entity)
;; Creating attributes
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
'am/financialinfo
'am/f inancialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'arevenue t 'multiple-value-f)
'ayear t 'multiple-value-f)
'anetincome t 'multiple-value-f)
'acurrentassets t 'multiple-value-f)
'atotalassets t 'multiple-value-f)
'atangibles t 'multiple-value-f)
'ainventory t 'multiple-value-f)
'acurrentliabilities t 'multiple-value-f)
'atotalliabilities t 'multiple-value-f)
'aoutstanding_shares t 'multiple-value-f
'aownersequity t 'multiple-value-f)
'aminorityinterest t 'multiple-value-f
'aintangibles t 'multiple-value-f)
listing new attributes in attribute slot
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financial info
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'ayear)
'arevenue)
'anet income)
'acurrent assets)
'atotal assets)
'atangibles)
'ainventory)
'acurrent liabilities)
'atotal liabilities)
'aoutstandingshares)
'aownersequity)
'aminorityinterest)
'aintangibles)
;; mapping attributes to the global schema
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
'GS)
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'arevenue '(finance grevenue) 'GS)
'ayear '(finance gyear) 'GS)
'anetincome '(finance gnetincome) 'GS)
'acurrentassets '(finance gcurrentassets) 'GS)
'atotalassets '(finance gtotal assets_emp) 'GS)
'atangibles '(finance gtangibles) 'GS)
'ainventory '(finance ginventory) 'GS)
'acurrent liabilities '(finance gcurrentliab)
'atotalliabilities '(finance gtotalliab) 'GS)
'aoutstanding-shares '(finance gshares) 'GS)
'aownersequity '(finance gownersequity) 'GS)
'aminorityinterest '(finance gmin_interest) 'GS)
'aintangibles '(finance gintangibles) 'GS)
;; Company-description entity
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(make-object 'am/companydesc)
(put-object 'am/companydesc ' superiors 'entity)
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
'GS)
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
'GS)
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
'am/companydesc
'am/companydesc
'am/companydesc
'am/companydesc
'am/companydesc
'am/company desc
'am/company desc
'am/companydesc
'am/company desc
'am/companydesc
'am/companydesc
'am/companydesc
'acompany code t 'multiple-value-f)
'attributes 'acompanycode)
'acompany code '(reuters-company gcompany code)
'acompany-name t 'multiple-value-f)
'attributes 'acompanyname)
'acompany name '(reuters-company gcompany name)
'aindustry t 'multiple-value-f)
'attributes 'aindustry)
'aindustry '(reuters-company gindustry)
'aincorporated t 'multiple-value-f)
'attributes 'aincorporated)
'aincorporated '(address gincorporation)
'GS)
'GS)
;; Financialinfo entity ratio attributes
;;;ratio attributes in the financial instance entity
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
'am/financial info
'am/financial info
'am/financial info
'am/financial info
'am/financial info
'am/financial info
'am/financial info
'am/financial info
'am/financial info
'am/financial info
'am/financial info
'am/financial info
'am/financial info
'am/financial info
'am/financial info
'am/financial info
'am/financial info
'am/financial info
'am/financial info
'am/financial info
'am/financial info
'am/financial info
'am/financial info
'am/financial info
'am/financial info
'am/financial info
'am/financial info
'am/financialinfo
'aprice_earnings t 'multiple-value-f)
'aroa t 'multiple-value-f)
'aroic t 'multiple-value-f)
'aroe t 'multiple-value-f)
'aprofitmargin t 'multiple-value-f)
'aearningsshare t 'multiple-value-f)
'acurrentratio t 'multiple-value-f)
'aquickratio t 'multiple-value-f)
'adebtequity t 'multiple-value-f)
'acapitalintensity t 'multiple-value-f)
'aroadisc t 'multiple-value-f)
'aroadataline t 'multiple-value-f)
'aroedisc t 'multiple-value-f)
'aroedataline t 'multiple-value-f)
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'apriceearnings)
'roa)
'roic)
'aroe)
'aprofit-margin)
'aearnings_share)
'acurrentratio)
'aquickratio)
'adebt_equity)
'acapital_intensity)
'aroa disc)
'aroa dataline)
'aroe disc)
'aroe dataline)
;; this ties the slots via the ratio oa to the numerator and denominator
;; rather than mapping directly to global schema attributes.
;; Note that direct mapping to concept agent has only been included for
;; one ratio in this version (the methods are expected to change with
;; improvements in the AQP).
(put-object 'am/financialinfo 'aprofitmargin '(operate
((ox (am/financial info anet income))
(oy (am/financialinfo arevenue)))
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(am/financialinfo aprofit margin))
'AGENT)
;;; this section contains currency building commands
;;; which are tacked onto the financialinfo entity
;;; note that it would be preferable to put these attributes on a
;;; separate entity, but we are constrained by limits in concept and
;;; operation agent applicability.
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'am/financialinfo
'acurrencyfrom t 'multiple-value-f)
'acurrency-to t 'multiple-value-f)
'aexchangerate t 'multiple-value-f)
'attributes 'acurrency-from)
'attributes 'acurrencyto)
'attributes 'aexchangerate)
'acurrency from '(currency gcurrencyfrom) 'GS)
'acurrency-to '(currency gcurrencyto) 'GS)
'aexchange rate '(currency grate) 'GS)
'acurrencyfrom '(finance gcurrency) 'GS)
(put-object 'am/financialinfo 'adate t 'multiple-value-f)
(put-object 'am/financialinfo 'attributes 'adate)
(put-object 'am/financialinfo 'adate '(finance gdate) 'GS)
it2 nmmand in Crpente thp Ginhnm .'hemn
;=== ==-
COMPOSITE INFORMATION SYSTEM TOOL KIT
PROJECT
MIT SLOAN SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
; Project Implementation: CIS/TK Version 2.
; Module: Reuters db object class definition
; Filename: /usr/cistk/global/finschemas/reut_gs2.lsp
; Description:class definitions for GS
; Author:Bryan C. McCay
; Date: August 11, 1988
; Updated: M. Paget, December 1988.
THE REUTERS-COMPANY ENTITY
Note: each new attribute must be created, placed in the list of attributes,
and mapped to a database and table. Mapping to data on mit2c host computer is
presented herein.
(create-instance 'entity 'reuters-company
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
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'reuters-company
'reuters-company
'reuters-company
'reuters-company
'reuters-company
'reuters-company
'reuters-company
'reuters-company
'reuters-company
'reuters-company
'gcompany_name t 'multiple-value-f)
'gticsym t 'multiple-value-f)
'gcompanycode t 'multiple-value-f)
'gprim sic t 'multiple-value-f)
'gindustry t 'multiple-value-f)
'attributes 'gcompany name)
'attributes 'gticsym)
'attributes 'gcompany code)
'attributes 'gprimsic)
'attributes 'gindustry)
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,
(put-object 'reuters-company 'gcompany_name '(disclosuredb geninfo co))
(put-object 'reuters-company 'gcompany_name ' (datalinedb data companyname))
(put-object 'reuters-company 'gcompanyname ' (portfoliodb worksheet
companyname))
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
'reuters-company 'gcompany code '(disclosuredb geninfo compno)
'reuters-company 'gcompany code '(disclosuredb gennum compno))
'reuters-company 'gcompany-code '(disciosuredb describe compno))
'reuters-company 'gcompany code '(disclosuredb director compno))
'reuters-company 'gcompanycode '(disclosuredb subs compno))
'reuters-company 'gcompanycode ' (datalinedb data code) )
(put-object 'reuters-company 'gtic_sym '(disclosuredb geninfo ts))
(put-object 'reuters-company 'gprim_sic '(disclosuredb describe pc))
(put-object 'reuters-company 'gindustry '(portfoliodb worksheet primary_ind))
; relations to geography, address, and financial data
(put-object 'reuters-company 'relations 'location)
(put-object 'reuters-company 'relations 'fin-report)
(put-object 'reuters-company 'primary-key '(reuters-company gcompanyname))
;;FINANCE ENTITY
(create-instance 'entity 'finance)
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
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'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'gperiod_end t 'multiple-value-f)
'gcurrency t 'multiple-value-f)
'grevenue t 'multiple-value-f)
'gnetincome t 'multiple-value-f)
'gdate t 'multiple-value-f)
'gyear t 'multiple-value-f)
'gcurrentassets t 'multiple-value-f)
'gtotalassets t 'multiple-value-f)
'gtotalassetsemp t 'multiple-value-f)
'gtangibles t 'multiple-value-f)
'ginventory t 'multiple-value-f)
'gcurrentliab t 'multiple-value-f)
'gtotalliab t 'multiple-value-f)
'gdefliab t 'multiple-value-f)
'gotherloans t 'multiple-value-f)
'gshares t 'multiple-value-f)
'gownersequity t 'multiple-value-f)
'geps t 'multiple-value-f)
'gpe t 'multiple-value-f)
'gmininterest t 'multiple-value-f)
'gintangibles t 'multiple-value-f)
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'attributes
'gperiodend)
'gcurrency)
'grevenue)
'gnetincome)
'gdate)
'gyear)
'gcurrent assets)
'gtotalassets)
'gtangibles)
'ginventory)
'gcurrentliab)
'gtotal liab)
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(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'finance
'attributes 'gdef_liab)
'attributes 'other loans)
'attributes 'gshares)
'attributes 'gowners_equity)
'attributes 'geps)
'attributes 'gpe)
'attributes 'gmin_interest)
'attributes 'gintangibles)
'finance 'gperiodend '(datalinedb data periodending))
'finance 'gperiodend '(disclosuredb gennum cf))
'finance 'gdate '(currencydb currency dated))
'finance 'gyear '(disclosuredb gennum cf))
'finance 'gyear ' (datalinedb data yr))
'finance 'grevenue ' (disclosuredb gennum ns))
'finance 'grevenue '(datalinedb data sales))
(put-object 'finance
(put-object 'finance
(put-object
(put-object
(put-object
'finance
'finance
'finance
(put-object 'finance
(put-object 'finance
(put-object 'finance
(put-object 'finance
(put-object 'finance
(put-object 'finance
(put-object 'finance
(put-object 'finance
(put-object 'finance
(put-object 'finance
(put-object 'finance
(put-object 'finance
(put-object 'finance
(put-object 'finance
(put-object 'finance
(put-object 'finance
(put-object 'finance
(put-object 'finance
(put-object 'finance
(put-object 'finance
(put-object 'finance
(put-object 'finance
(put-object 'finance
'gnet income '(disclosuredb gennum ni))
'gnet income '(datalinedb data efo))
'gcurrency '(datalinedb data currency))
'gcurrency '(disclosuredb geninfo curr))
'gcurrency '(currencydb currency forcode))
'gcurrent assets '(datalinedb data tot curr assets))
'gcurrentassets '(disclosuredb gennum ca))
'gtotalassets '(disclosuredb gennum ta))
'gtotalassets_emp '(datalinedb data totassetsemp))
'gtangibles '(datalinedb data netfixed assets))
'gtangibles '(disclosuredb gennum pn))
'ginventory '(datalinedb data totstock))
'ginventory '(disclosuredb gennum iv))
'gcurrentliab '(datalinedb data currliabilities))
'gcurrentliab '(disclosuredb gennum li))
'gtotalliab '(disclosuredb gennum tl))
'gdefliab '(datalinedb data totdefliability))
'gotherloans '(datalinedb data otherloans))
'gshares '(disclosuredb gennum os))
'gownersequity '(datalinedb data capital_reserves))
'gowners equity '(disclosuredb gennum se))
'geps '(datalinedb data adj -earn share))
'geps '(disclosuredb gennum eps))
'gpe '(disclosuredb gennum per))
'gmininterest '(datalinedb data min _int))
'gmin interest '(disclosuredb gennum ml))
'gintangibles '(datalinedb data intangibles))
'gintangibles '(disclosuredb gennum it))
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(put-object 'finance 'relations 'fin-report)
(put-object 'finance 'relations 'money)
(put-object 'finance 'primary-key '(finance gdate))
(put-object 'finance 'primary-key '(finance gcurrency))
; THE CURRENCY ENTITY
(create-instance 'entity 'currency)
(put-object 'currency 'gexloc t 'multiple-value-f)
(put-object 'currency 'gcurrencyto t 'multiple-value-f)
(put-object 'currency 'gcurrencyfrom t 'multiple-value-f)
(put-object 'currency 'grate t 'multiple-value-f)
(put-object 'currency 'attributes 'gexloc)
(put-object 'currency 'attributes 'gcurrency_to)
(put-object 'currency 'attributes 'gcurrencyfrom)
(put-object 'currency 'attributes 'grate)
(put-object 'currency 'gexloc '(currencydb currency marketcode))
(put-object 'currency 'gcurrency_to '(currencydb currency isocode))
(put-object 'currency 'gcurrencyfrom '(currencydb currency forcode))
(put-object 'currency 'grate '(currencydb currency rate))
(put-object 'currency 'relations 'money)
(put-object 'currency 'primary-key '(currency gcurrency to))
; THE ADDRESS ENTITY
(create-instance 'entity 'address)
(put-object 'address 'gcountry t 'multiple-value-f)
(put-object 'address 'gstate t 'multiple-value-f)
(put-object 'address 'gincorporation t 'multiple-value-f)
(put-object 'address 'gstr_add t 'multiple-value-f)
(put-object 'address 'gcity t 'multiple-value-f)
(put-object 'address 'gzip t 'multiple-value-f)
(put-object 'address 'attributes 'gcountry)
(put-object 'address 'attributes 'gstate)
(put-object 'address 'attributes 'gincorporation)
(put-object 'address 'attributes 'gstr add)
(put-object 'address 'attributes 'gcity)
(put-object 'address 'attributes 'gzip)
(put-object 'address 'gstr_add '(disclosuredb geninfo ad1))
(put-object 'address 'gcity '(disclosuredb geninfo cy))
(put-object 'address 'gzip '(disclosuredb geninfo zp))
(put-object 'address 'gstate '(disclosuredb geninfo st))
(put-object 'address 'gincorporation '(disclosuredb geninfo inc))
(put-object 'address 'gincorporation '(datalinedb data country))
(put-object 'address 'gcountry '(datalinedb data country))
(put-object 'address 'gcountry '(disclosuredb geninfo country))
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(put-object 'address 'relations 'location)
(put-object 'address 'relations 'geo-currency)
(put-object 'address 'primary-key '(address gcountry))
(put-object 'address 'primary-key '(address gstate))
; THE GEOG-INFO ENTITY
(create-instance 'entity 'geog-info)
(put-object 'geog-info 'gcurrency t 'multiple-value-f)
(put-object 'geog-info 'attributes 'gcurrency)
(put-object 'geog-info 'relations 'geo-currency)
(put-object 'geog-info 'primary-key '(geog-info gcurrency))
The following entities are not incorporated in the examples of this thesis
THE OWNERS ENTITY
(create-instance 'entity 'owners)
(put-object 'owners 'gownname t 'multiple-value-f)
(put-object 'owners 'gown perc t 'multiple-value-f)
(put-object 'owners 'attributes 'gown_name)
(put-object 'owners 'attributes 'gownperc)
; THE SUBS ENTITY
(create-instance 'entity 'subs)
(put-object 'subs 'gsubname t 'multiple-value-f)
(put-object 'subs 'gsub_perc t 'multiple-value-f)
(put-object 'subs 'gsubcode t 'multiple-value-f)
(put-object 'subs 'attributes 'gsubname)
(put-object 'subs 'attributes 'gsub-perc)
(put-object 'subs 'attributes 'gsub code)
(put-object 'subs 'gsubcode '(disclosuredb subs subcd))
(put-object 'subs 'gsubname '(disclosuredb subs subna))
(put-object 'subs 'gsubperc '(disclosuredb subs subpc))
; THE TEXT-INFO ENTITY
(create-instance 'entity 'text-info)
(put-object 'text-info 'gdescribe t 'multiple-value-f)
(put-object 'text-info 'gsiccodes t 'multiple-value-f)
(put-object 'text-info 'gtext t 'multiple-value-f)
(put-object 'text-info 'gsource t 'multiple-value-f)
(put-object 'text-info 'attributes 'gdescribe)
(put-object 'text-info 'attributes 'gsiccodes)
(put-object 'text-info 'attributes 'gtext)
(put-object 'text-info 'attributes 'gsource)
;**** RELATIONSHIPS
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; COMPANY - FINANCIAL INFO
(create-instance 'relation 'fin-report)
(put-object 'fin-report 'constraints '(reuters-company finance one-to-one))
(put-object 'fin-report 'constraints '(finance reuters-company one-to-one))
(put-object 'fin-report 'foreign-joinkey '(reuters-company gcompanycode))
;COMPANY - ADDRESS INFO
(create-instance 'relation 'location)
(put-object 'location 'constraints '(reuters-company address one-to-one))
(put-object 'location 'constraints '(address reuters-company one-to-one))
(put-object 'location 'foreign-joinkey '(reuters-company gcompanycode))
; FINANCE - CURRENCY
(create-instance 'relation 'money)
(put-object 'money 'constraints '(finance currency one-to-one))
(put-object 'money 'constraints '(currency finance one-to-one))
; using the current GQP, only one foreign-joinkey may be used at a time
; this key would also be desirable:
(put-object 'money 'foreign-joinkey '(finance gdate))
(put-object 'money 'foreign-joinkey '(finance gcurrency))
;ADDRESS - GEOG-INFO
(create-instance 'relation 'geo-currency)
(put-object 'geo-currency 'constraints '(address geog-info one-to-one))
(put-object 'geo-currency 'constraints '(geog-info address one-to-one))
(put-object 'geo-currency 'foreign-joinkey '(address gcountry))
;(put-object 'geo-currency 'foreign-joinkey '(address gstate))
B.3 Sample Operation Agents
;;; convert operation agent: converts currencies
;;; oa/convertl
;;; oconvert = (ox /oy) * 100
;; this statement creates the convert1 operation agent
(create-operation 'oa/convertl '((rulel (if t then (assert goal oconvertl))))
'((oconvert1 oa-convertl procedure)
ox oy))
;;; oa-convertl
;;; get the values from ox and oy, they are of the form:
;;; ox: ((instance-id1 val) ... (instance-idn val))
;;; oy: ((instance-idl val) ... (instance-idn val))
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;;; procedure takes the first element in ox and oy and converts the first, using
;;; the second, and then goes on to the next element.
(defun oa-convertl ()
(let* ((x (dataslot 'ox))
(y (dataslot 'oy))
(convertl-list '())
(y-list y)
(yl))
(dolist (xl x)
(setf yl (first y-list))
(setf y-list (rest y-list))
(let* ((instance-id (first xl))
(instance-valx (second x1))
(instance-valy (second yl))
(convertl (/ (* instance-valx instance-valy) 100)))
(setf convert1-list (append convert1-list (list (list instance-id
convert1) )))))
convert1-list))
;;; oa/string->float
;;; converts a string to a floating point number
;; Author: T.K. Wong
;;; Note that this is an old way of implementing it
;;; the new way would be to use create-operation, try that!
;;; subclass of operation agent
(make-object 'oa/string->float ('superiors 'oa))
;;; RULE set
(put-object 'oa/string->float 'rules
'((RULE1 (if t
then (assert goal str->flt)))))
;;; DATASLOTS
(put-object 'oa/string->float 'str->flt t 'multiple-value-f)
(put-aslot 'oa/string->float 'str->flt 'oa-str->flt 'procedure)
(put-object 'oa/string->float 'ovals t 'multiple-value-f)
;;; PROCEDURE oa-str->flt
;;; converts a list of strings to floating point numbers
(defun oa-str->flt ()
;; get the string arguments from the dataslot
(let ((args (dataslot 'ovals))
(float '0))
(dolist (arg args)
;; the instance id is the first part of the arg
;; the string value is the second part
(let ((instance-id (first arg))
(string-val (second arg))
(int-val)
(a))
;; convert to float
(multiple-value-setq
(int-val a)
(read-from-string
string-val))
;; append to list
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(setf float (append float
(list
(list
instance-id int-val))))))
float))
B.4 Summary of Data Used from External Sources
This model accesses the following data from Disclosure (identified by the codes used in
Disclosure):
INC ST ZP CY AD1 IT
ML PER EPS SE OS TL
LI IV PN TA CA NI
NS CF PC TS COMPNO CO
This model accesses the following data from Dataline (following the naming conventions
of Dataline):
companyname code sales
periodending earned for ordinary currency
total current assets total assets employed net fixed assets
total stock current liabilities total def. liabilities
other loans capital reserves adjusted earnings per share
minority interest intangibles
This model accesses the follow data from Currency (from the New York Market, code N):
DATED FORCODE ISOCODE RATE
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